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CCHS Still Flying High I). 1B

School officials have ivery.positive meeting'

Hoskins

Reid

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Progress appears to have been made
in the ongoing non-resident dispute
between the Calloway County and
Murray Independent school districts.
Monday, officials from both sides
met for what was described as a "very
positive meeting." That then led to a
longer-than-expected gathering that
afternoon of the Callow ay Board of'

Senate passes
budget with
some changes
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Senate hastily and unanimously approved a budget
,-Monday just hours after written
versions of the two-Year spending plan first appeared in the
chamber with a mood far different than the contentiousness that
preceded it.
The Senate version of a state
budget contains some subtle and
substantive differences from the
House budget proposal that
emerged about a week ago.
While there was some grumbling about getting a look at the
300 pages of detail for only a
short time before a vote, there
was general acknowledgement
that it emerged after unusual
bipartisanship in a chamber
where political feuding has
often been the order of the day.
"There are many, many positive things in this budget," said
Senate Democratic leader Ed
Worley of Richmond.
What disagreements did
emerge revolved around projects, as they so often do.
Sen. Tim Shaughnessy, DLouisville, said early in the day
that he wfs upset to learn that a
regional events center for
Northern Kentucky University,

Education, whose executive session
lasted two hours during a special called
meeting. Thatsession will reconvene at
4 p.m. Wednesday at the Calloway district's central office.
The Murray board also announced it
would conduct a special called meeting
Wednesday at noon.
"1 thought it would be real quick
today, but it just seems like when you're
talking about numbers like we were,

well, it just kind of carries on like that." 'Murray's financial consultant. Rogers is
said Calloway Superintendent Steve the former longtime superintendent of
Hoskins,"But we had a lot of good dis- the Caldwell County school district.
cussion in there, and this is after we had
Monday marked the second time in
a good meeting with their people earli- as many weeks-for the Calloway board
er."
to recess an executive session. On that
Before the special session. Hoskins occasion, the original meeting's session
and Calloway board attorney Rick lasted nearly three hours before being
Jones met with Murray Superintendent continued the next day and lasting an
Dale Reid and district's attorney Chip
Adams, as well as Bob Rogers, •See Page 2A

Business license confusing in Hazel

2005

GENERAL
ASSEMBI
and its accompanying (54_ million price tag, was more than the
plan set aside for large research
buildings at the University of
Louisville and University of
Kentucky and did not include
seed money to undertake national cancer research centers at
both schools.
Shaughnessy said the emphasis on basketball arenas and an
unrelated horse development
fund was misplaced when compared with cancer research.
Sen. Jack Westwood, RCrescent Springs. objected to
the characterization of the center
as a "gymnasium." and said it
smacked of regional competition.
The votes were way points
along the road toward an overdue budget for the state and the

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
HAZEL, Ky. — Should a
16-year-old that wants to sell a
Beanie Baby collection at the
local antique mall have to buy
a city business license the same
as an antique dealer that buys
and sells for a living? That's
the basis of an ongoing dispute
between the Hazel City
Commission and an antique
store owner over the city's
enforcement of an occupational licensing ordinance.
Ray Gough, owner of
-Charlie's Antique Mall a
Soda Fountain, advertises
more than 125 dealers who sell
goods in his store on a consignment-type agreement. He is
adamant that the law is unfair
and he will not be the one to
ask his customers to pay.
"They don't owe it. We're
doing business on their behalf
and they just don't owe it."
Gough said. "If someone here
in town wanted to sell at an
auction, would they be responsible for buying a business
license to sift at an anctiOn7
No, he's selling on their behalf
and collecting a commission."
Pointing out three booth
spaces in his store — a 16year-old selling Beanie Babies,
a family .selling unwanted furniture, bric-a-brac, clothing
and other items, and an antique
dealeisetting up space to buy
and sell as a business —
Gough said it would be unfair
to treat them all the same.
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IOSA BERRY/Ledger & Tunes Photo

Rey tr•ugh, the owner of Charlie's Antique Mall In Hazel, Is disputing a decades-old
city ordinance that requires vendors setting up booth spaces Mside the store obtain
a business license. City commission members updated and revised the ordinance in
2002 and have sought Gough's customer list to collect on the fee.
"Nobody should be able to early 1900s, but recently
According to a copy of the
come down here and play God revised and updated — ordinance, the law specifies
and say that this person should requires that anyone selling that
"...persons, firms and
buy a business license and this goods within city limits pay corporations... engaging in
one don't," he said.
$25 for a business license.
business, trade, occupation or
Hazel
Mayor
Harold
"We've had the ordinance profession in the city or within
Pittman said that the ordinance on the books for a long time,"
— originally enacted in the he said.

II See Page 2A

II See Page 3A

She Knows All About Wizards & Sorcerers

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo

Murray Elementary School music teacher K.46 Black played the part of Dorothy from the Wizard of Oz Monday
afternoon as she read her P1 class a Mickey Mouse story. Monday marked the first day of many acthilties for
Murray and Calloway County schools in observance of Dr. Suess' birthday as part of National Read Across
America.
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Team to study
graduation rate
success at MSU
Special to the Ledger
Murray-State University will
host a study team visit from the
American Association of State
Universities
Colleges and
(AASCU) March 8-9. Murray
was selected late last year as one
of only 12 universities in a
group of more than 400 campuses by AASCU, The Educatiop
National
Trust
the
and
Association of University
System Heads to be studied this
spring by a panel of national
experts to learn more about
graduation rate success.
It' wa stated that these 12
campuses • were selected as
,..-"study campuses" for one of two
reasons - their very high graduation rates compared to other
reporting institutions in the
same category, or institutions
with graduation rates that have
improved significantly since
1996. In MSU's case, both of

West Ky .Net User Group
To Host Microsoft Developer
Community Champion
Phone 753-1916forfront page
ad rules and information!

RON CUNDIFF
Tuesday, Alfarch 1
at6:30 p.m.
Mo. 152 of Moslems Bolfilog Sooth
ea swipes of Illioney Sfuto Volvos-shy

these requirements apply. The
average six-year graduation rate
for all AASCU universities is 37
percent, while MSU's graduation rate exceeds 56 percent.
AASCU is a higher education
association with a membership
comprised of more than 425 colleges, universities and systems
of public' higher seducation
throughout the United States
and its territories.
The core of the study will
consist of 12 "study teams" visiting the study campuses. It is
anticipated that the team members will identify leadership
ideas and strategies from these
campus visits, including campus
policies and practices that contribute to higher-than-predicw1
graduation rates. According to
AASCU's George Mehaffy, vice
president for academic leader-

•See Page 2A
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Stuart sym

sium starts with middle school discussion

The 2005 Jesse Stuart Writing
Symposium will take place on March 10 in
the Freed Chrd Auditorium at Murray State
University. The Symposium will feature
author Nancy Farmer, a three-time
Newbery-Honor-Book designee and the
winner of the 2002 National Book Award for
Young People's Literature.
'The theme of this year's symposium will
be "The Art and Science of Families
Reading Together."
AN a preliminary to.the symposium, the
Murray State University Department of,.
English and Philosophy will sponsor a panel
discussion for middle-school students and

SherlITP011agels

their parents today at 7 p.ni., in the meeting at Murray State University, and David
room of the Calloway Country Library. Mikulcik, honiculturalist and owner of
Students frok Murray Middle School will Mikulcik's Nursery. All panelists are also
discuss FarMer's "The House of the the parents of middle school-age children,
In Part Two at 7:30 p.m., Farmer will
Scorpion." This event is intended to encourage families to participate in the Jesse Stuart read from her work. She is also the author of
"The Ear, the Eye and the Arm"; "A Girl
Wnting Symposium.
Named Disaster"; "The Sea of Trolls" and
Refreshments will be.served.
In Part One of the Jesse Stuart many other books.
All events are sponsored by the
Symposium, -scheduled for 3:30 p.m.,
Farmer will discuss the experience of writ- Department of English and Philosophy and
ing The House of the Scorpion" and a panel the College of Humanities and Fine Arts at
discussion will follow. Panelists include Murray State University, and are partially
Angie Murdock, principal at Murray Middle funded by the Kentucky Humanities
'School; Ed Lmmerer, professor of biology Council, Inc.

Senate tax bill installs permanent penny increase in gas tax
penny increase in place through
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) — 'Monday to make permanent a Commerce Secretary Jim Host.
end of the current budget
the
Ed
leader
Democratic
Senate
gasoline
the
in
increase
penny
The Senate voted 'unanimously
tax that' has been in place for Worley of Richmond said the period on June 30, 2006. The
about a year, though lawmakers tax bill will be the action by Senate voted to make the
'which Fletcher's administration increase permanent.
insisted it was not a tax increase.
"If you're pumping gas
The gas tax change is part of is judged. While Worley said he
you're paying the penny,"
today,
resolve
will'
bill
tax
the
-doubts
to
revisions
of
pages
-plus
300
Whitnell Ave. ,
Kentucky's increasing out-of- said Sen. Breu Guthrie, Rthe tax code originally proposed
Murray, KY 42071-1040
balance spending, he said Bowling Green, the chairman of
by Go. Ernie Fletcher andinodDEPARTMENT HEADS
Senate Transportation
died slightly in the House and Fletcher was entitled to take his the
A. ,.:e Rouse
Publisher
"I don't think it's a
Committee.
shot.
best
Senate. Differences will eventu"We really don't' know that tax increase because it's a penny
• Enc Walker
Managing Edrtor
ally have to he resolved between
this tax plan will be as good as it that's going to be there anyway."
the two chambers.
Slone Cansler
Advertising Mgr
The House tax plan included
version also dis- was presented," Worley said.
Senate
The
Jill Stephens
Classifieds Mgr
Kentucky has a formula for yá three-day period every August
carded a sales tax holiday idea
Tarrtmy Thompson
Office Mgr.
that was promoted by a House determininOhe amount of the when the 6 percent sales tax
Pi,: Boggess
Democratic leader and restored motor fuels tax and, because of would be waived on school supBusiness Mgr.
prices last plies, clothing and computers.
READER INFORMATION -' a special fund for tourism pro- the higher wholesale
that is a favorite of year, increased by a penny to House Democratic Caucus
motion
Business Hours
17.4 cents per gallon. If the price Chairman Bob Damron of
Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m
of gas were to fall, as predicted Nicholasville has long advocatSat. Closed
by the state's own panel of econ- ed such a proposal, but Senate
Phone (270) 753-1916
the penny would come Republicans said they are just
omists,
NOTICE
Fax (270) 753-1927
not sure how much revenue
off the tax.
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special
might be lost.
in
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Education
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Other universities included
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hall. The agenda includes ship and change, ".We also want with Murray State in the study
edalia and
Hardin. Mayfield:.
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Missouri State University,
Montclair State University,
Elizabeth City State University.
Louisiana Tech University,
CUNY John Jay College of
Criminal Justice, and Virginia
State University.
The university has posted
record enrollment numbers for

the past nine years and has
increased its graduation percentage over the past six years.
Murray's graduation rate, based
on 2002-03 figures, beats the
national six-yeat average by
four percentage points and the
Kentucky public universities
average by 12 percentage points.

Gough said that he has
obeyed the law, however he is
opposed to being "the city's
code enforcement officer." So
far,Gough has refused to release
customer information requested
by the city based on'a confidentiality agreement.
"It's not my job," he said.
"I'm not, responsible for telling
them that they have to pay their
taxes. I'm responsible for mine
and I paid mine.
"Even if it did come down to
they're going to have to pay it,
it's not my job to collect it."
Hazel officials say they do
have some problems with communicating with the businesses
about the ordinance. Russell

Essary, owner of the newlyopened Heart of Hazel Antiques
and CollecViles. located in the
former Decades Ago Antique
Mall, said he was not familiar
with the ordinance and his vendors have not been asked to purchase a license.
As required by state law.
Mieure said the city advertises
all ordinances in the Murray
Ledger and Tunes, but commissioners recognize that not everyone reads the paper and many
who pay to sell out of the stores
in Hazel live in Tennessee or
elsewhere.
"We.do need to find a better
way to let people know," Mieure
said. "That is a problem that we
have here."

WEATHER
Tonight will be
mostly clear.
Wednesday will
be partly cloudy
with highs in the
lower 40s
Wednesday
night will be-'al•
partly cloudy
and in the 20s.

•Hazel ...
From Front
one mile of the city limits" will
have to pay the fee.
ALAP „PAN.
TtkCACitY .9.(
an ordinance requiting anyone
wanting to rent floor space to
sell goods in local stores, such
as the Peddler's -Mall on South

Brands you love for less.

o

Calloway County Sheriff's Department
on Wadesboro
'Afield fire was reported at 10:46 am Saturday
the state forestry
and
-Rescue
Fire
County
Calloway
Road.
a.m. said the fire is
department were notified. A caller at 11:18Then
at 11:30 a.m. a
Lane.
Pondview
on
residence
close to a
Charlie Miller
off
park
trailer
a
to
mixt
fire
caller reported the
Road.
his residence at
• A caller on Speaker Trail reported a fire behind
notified.
was
CCFR
Saturday.
7:47 p.m.
Sunday near New
• A field fire was reported at .11:31 a.m.
Providence Road. CCFR was notified.
at k:35 a.m.
• A collision involving a school bus was reported
Gordon
bridge.
River
Clarks
the
at
South
121
Monday on Ky.
school bus when he
Hayes, 68, of Putyear, Tenn., was driving therailroad
tracks on Ky.
started to move after being stopped on the
the back of anoth121 South. He was unable to stop and struck
21, of Ridge,
er vehicle, which was driven by Rebeca Hardin,
MurrayTenn. A pnvate vehicle transported Hardin to the
for a hand
Calloway County Hospital, where she was treatedbus
was carinjury and later released. In addition to Hayes, the whom
were
of
none
—
monitor
bus
anea
rying four children
injured.
Monday on
• A stolen four-wheeler was reported at 1:57 p.m.
Bailey Road. A second-degree burglary case was opened.
parking lot at
•A vehicle fire was reported in the Briggs & Stratton
11:35 p.m. Monday. Murray Police Department was notified.
Murray State University Police Department
• A suspicious vehicle was reported at 2:36 p.m. Friday on
College Circle. An individual was possibly attempting to gain
access to the vehicle. Jeremy Butler of Paris, Tenn., was wrestled after a traffic stop involving the same vehicle at 2:42 p.m.
Friday at Ky. 121 and Waldrop Drive. An officer was questioning
the individual about recent thefts then searched the vehicle.
Butler was charged with receiving stolen property more than
$300, possession of burglar's tools, possession of marijuana,
possession of drug paraphernalia, and prescription drug not in
proper container. Other charges were expected to be sour
fkAonday.
Murray Police Depriartment
• A . theft was reported at 6:56 a.m. Monday at S'portable
Scoreboards.
•A break-in was reported at 4:07 p.m. Monday at 206 N. 12th St.
• A possible burglary in progress was reported at 7:51 p.m.
Monday at 2115 Gatesborough Circle.
• A fire alarm sounded at Murray State's White College at 11:46
p.m. Monday.
• A fire alarm sounded at MSU's Waterfield Library at 1156 p.m.
Monday.
— Information is obtained fro reports,
logs and citations from various agencies.

12th Street, to purchase a business license. Murray City Clerk
Harla McClure said that the law
has been in. force since the
‘19306.
Although changes were
made to the Hazel ordinance by
the commission two years ago to
determine the amount of tax
paid based on type of business,
at least two commission members say further changes may be
needed to clarify the law and
cover possible exceptions.
"We try to support our businesses and we try to do everything we can to keep them. But
we also require that they obey
Hazel
said
law,"
the
Commissioner Nancy Mieure.

•Positive ...

OKI Sale

One issue still remains undecided. though. Murray is seeking to have all 911 of its students
additional two-plus hours.
That followed a special who reside in the Caltoway discalled meeting of Murray's trict be included to an amended
board that was held earlier in the 2004-05 contract it has with
day and signaled the first real Calloway, but Calloway has not
sign of progress in the dispute in agreed to that. Originally, 433
several weeks as the boards had students were on the '04-'05 list
resorted to tweaking figures of and that is the figure Calloway
had insisted on keeping until it
each board's proposals.
Both developed sequence amended that figure to 672,
plans that would leave no gap roughly half of the 489 students
between the two districts' aver- that were not included on that
age daily attendance contracts contract two weeks ago.
In its own special meeting
within four to five years.

From Front

Bag
Get I IVOff

Thursday, Feb. 24
thru Friday, March 4
Monday-Thursday 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Friday 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. - 12 p.m.

1,000's of Titles

Junior6 - Mig - plug,

Wide selection ofchildren's books, novels, religious titles, cookbooks,
self-help titles and books on tape.

3333 US Hwy,641 North • Murray, KY 42071 • 763-0732

visit us on the web.at www.factorffonnection.com
CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER- •TN NORTH 12TH STREET• MURRAY, KY•74241133
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last Tuesday, Murray included in
its latest proposal designating
$200,000 to the Murray Area
County
Calloway
Technology Center that, though
located on the Murray High
School campus, enrolls 295
CCHS students out of a total of
346 with 300 of those students
being Calloway residents.
After
Monday's
talks,
though, it could be that issue is
becoming less imposing.
"We're better than we were,"
said Calloway's board chairman
Jeff Gordon. "I'll just say that."
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Family of dorm fire victim says
trial could give them answers
By KIMBERLY HEFLING
Associated Press Writer
OWENSBORO, Ky.(AP) —
Cold-blooded killer or young
man betrayed by a former high
school friend?'
A jury will have to decide in
the case of Lucas Goodrum, 23,
charged in the rape and murder
of Katie Autry, IS, who %vas
pulled out of her smoldering
Western Kentucky University
dorm room in the early hours of
May 4, 2003. Jury selection in
the trial was scheduled to start
today.
Goodrum's family claims his
former high school friend from
Scottsville, Stephen Soules,
implicated him because of a personal vendetta, and says no evidence links Goodrum to the
death. If convicted, Goodrum
faces a possible death sentence.
Soules pleaded guilty a year
ago to raping and killing Autry.
A plea agreement allowed him
to avoid the death penalty if he
testifies against Goodrum. His
attorney, Renae Tuck, a public
defender from Bowling Green,
said he has no reason to try to
get even with Goodrum, but she
would not elaborate on their
relationship.
"There's no\truth to that
claim." Tuck said.'
Autry. a former high school
cheerleader from rural Hancock
County, died in a Nashville,
Tenn.. hospital three days after
she was found. She had third
degree bums, puncture wounds
and abrasions to her neck and
face. Parts of her body were
sprayed with hairspray before
she was set on fire, according to
court documents.
There is no apparent connection between Autry and the two
men except all three were at the
same fraternity party hours
before she was assaulted, said
Autry's aunt. Virginia White:38.
of Morgantown. The two rnen
were not students.
GOodrum's mother, Donna
Dugas, said Soules invited
Goodrum to the party. Soules
left the party with Autry, but
Goodrum left with friends
before driving to Scottsville
alone, Dugas said in an interview.'
At- a preliminary hearing, a
detective testified that Soules
said he watched Goodrum beat,
rape and set Autry fire. But the
detective said Soules later told
police he and Autry were having
consensual sex when Goodrum

lueaday, March I, 24115•3A
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III Senate ...
night indicated the tieht
are almost indistinguishable.
two fiscal years that began on both about $1.8 billion. StateJuly 1. Even after the full Senate supported debt level is lower in
vote, differenees with the House the Senate during the current
plan were going k mean a con- budget, mostly because deh!
ference committee to resolve service was reduced in sonic
differences and another round of part by simply delaying the salc
of bonds until the next budget.
votes.
The Senate cut about $7 mil"We're not voting on the
final product here," Worley said. lion from the amount the House
Senate Appropriations and would set aside for the basic
Revenue Committee Chairman state aid to local schools proCharlie Borders. R-Grayson, gram. But it added more money
said the debt load required in the than the House for reading proSenate budget is modestly lower grams, a favorite of Gov. Ernie
than the House, though docu- Fletcher and his wife. Glenna.
ments produced late Monday

From Front

Break-in not tied to politics
Also missing was a computer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Investigators believe a break-in monitor and a small television.
.
at the state Republican Party McCarthy said.
The headquarters is located
headquarters was not politically
motivated and say a similar bur- in a renovated house known as
glary occurred at a nearby busi- the Mitch McConnell Building
and is about four blocks from
ness.
John the Capitol.
Chairman
Party
Frankfort Police Detective
McCarthy also said there was no
BowfIng Green Dady News1/149 Photo indication politics had anything Dale Roberts said the second
burglary took place at Frankfort
Lucas Goodrum, left, listens to his attorney David Broderick during a hearing, Feb. 10, to do with the break-in.
is
Realty, less than two blocks
this
that
hope
would
ce
"We
County•Justi
n
Green-Warre
Bowling
the
at
Castlen
Thomas
before Special Judge
the Republican headquarfrom
said.
he
random,"
Center in Bowling Green, Ky. Goodrum, 23, is charged in the rape and murder of Katie
Both break-ins involved
ters.
37,000
about
Information
dorm
Autry, 18, who was pulled out of her smoldering Western Kentucky University
donors to the party was stolen entry through a broken window
room in the early hours of May 4, 2003.
during the burglary Sunday and the theft of computer equipand party officials ment,. Roberts said.
foster family before leaving for night, police
entered the dorm room. In a professional spokeswoman.
On Sunday, the headquarters'
said.
Once
Green.
In a letter dated last April college in Bowling
third interview, Soules said he
system didn't trigger
security
stolen
the
said
McCarthy
had raped Autry and sprayed from his jail cell to an acquain- there, she worked in a coffee computer contained
party during the break-in, but it has
in
dancer
a
as
briefly
and
shop
hairspray on her body, but tance, Soules says he pleaded
donors' names, addresses, tele- not been working properly
Goodnim set Autry on fire, the guilty because his family urged an adult club,
phone numbers and e-mail recently. McCarthy said.
with
hopes
she
says
White
letter
the
of
copy
him to do so. A
detective said.
The break-in was the fourth
The date might also
addresses.
to
the trial will come answers
Dugas said her son was never is in the case file.
in a little more than two
time
net
and
income
annual
include
"As long as the Lord knows I questions about her death — and
in Autry's dorm room. A couple
that GOP headquarters had
years
not
sure
was
he
but
worth,
she
says
White
't do those things to that girl some closure.
months before Autry's de $f
or broken into.
vandalized
been
Social
included
it
whether
Soules was angry that Goodrim that'k all • that matters to me," understands why prosecutors Security numbers.
Roberts said.
Soules,
with
deal
a
negotiated
and his girlfriend told Soul s' Soule wrote. "His family is trygirlfriend some things they ing to uy his way out and so far but she wants the ultimate pun9
ishment to result from this trial.
knew about him and she broke it seems to be working."
"The death penalty would be
Autry, of Pellville, was shy
up with him — "basic teenage
yet friendly and aspired to be a the only way that you could be
guff." INgas said.
"Stephen Soules despises my dental hygienist, said White, her assured that it wouldn't happen
son. He hates him. He's made aunt. She spent 10 years with a to someone else," White said.
that clear," Dugas said.
"Everybody keeps asking me
why would Soules do this to my
son? He gains his life."
Soules will be formally sen90e4a1 ,ste,rica,zez,
tenced after he testifies against
said.
Tuck
Goodrum,
• Drapery
• Specialty Rods
"He felt that the plea that he
• Custom Bedding
entered and the deal that was
• Upholstery
• Accessories
struck, that was a better outcome
• Design Service Available
i
i
by a nurse from
• Custom Blinds
than what could have happened
1
1
at trial," Tuck said.
s
Care
Health
Now Offering More Than 1,000 Fabrics Including Silks
Home
iniiepid
i
Goodrum is the stepson of
1
the nephew of the former chief
I
Call For Appointment 270-753-6361
executive officer of the Dollar
General retail chain, Cal Turner
Jr. Turner's father and grandfather started the Dollar General
stores. Goodrum's family maintains a Web site proclaiming his
innocence and have a hired a
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Candlelight vigils to focus on
problem of sexual violence

.

11, SART
U March 7
PADUCAH, Ky. — March
Assault Training Course, Lourdes
2005 is Sexual
Awareness Month in Kentucky, Hospital, Marshall Neimer
a time designated by the Rape Pavilion.
Crisis Center to focus on the
staggering problem of sexual
violence in our communities.
The theme' for March 2005 is
"Believe Me...Rape IS a problem...a problem we CAN talk
about."
The Rape Crisis Center is
Written by Bob Rouse
sponsoring three local candleIllustrated by Frank Yates
light vigils and a professional
7
CHAPTER
awareness.
raise
to
conference
Brain Freeze, a 10-chapter
The following is a calendar of
key events, which will include serial story, is part of a
survivor stories, musical offer- statewide literacy project led k
ings, free teal ribbons, and emo- the Kentucky Press Association
tionally moving displays and and sponsored by LG&E/KU
Foundation.
proclamations: I
The story so far: Faced with
• March 2, 6 p.m. candletheir school, a team of
losing
light vigil, Calloway County
students and their teacher'try to
Courthouse.
• March 3, 6 p.m. candle- win a scavenger hunt. The prize:
light vigil, Graves County a rap star's school-sized mansion!
Courthouse.
"Ahhh. an extra day in paracandlep.m.
6
4,
MI March
light vigil, Marshall County dise," Amber said, leaning back
in the poolside chair. "Maybe
Judicial Building.
the clue is for another place in
Hawaii."
"Or maybe we get brain
freeze here," Latisha said without opening her eyes. "How
long before FreeZee stops paying the hotel bill?"
As the four Goldenrod students relaxed, a recording of
Home
Aloha Oe drifted through the
warm ocean breeze.
Auto
Liliuokalani
"Queen Liliu
Farm
wrote that, you know. She wrote
IRA s
a bunch of songs and poems,"
IrSillg Home
Nathan said while examining his
shin. "No more surfing for me."
Myron sat up. "They say
she died, volcanoes eruptwhen
VCE
1'R
ed and the ocean turned red."
"If I were queen. I'd use my
HWY 121 BYPASS• 753-4703
rights," Latisha said, her eyes
still closed. "Isn't there some
klbmurray com
First Amendment rii.ght to ask for
help, Ms. R.?"
Ms. Roosevelt was sitting at
a table with a sunshade. "Yes,
Latisha - very good. It's called
the right to petition. But if you

BOB
CORNELISON

/ N .`•)'
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were a queert you wouldn't be a
U.S. citizen." She looked at her
watch. "Boys d girls, we need
to solve that lue. Let's get a
snack inside."
. For the nex two hours, the
Goldenrod grodp puzzled over
the clue. Did "stiffs" mean dead
people? Did George Washington
invent television? Two from
each state - was that U.S. senators?
Each of the students tried
Internet searches, but none
yielded the answer. "How can
you get brain frteze when it's 80
degrees?" Myron wondered.
"They probably call it 'beach
rot' on the islands," Latisha said,
watching Nathan type in searchengine phrases on the laptop.
Then, a breakthrough. "Philo
Farnsworth," .Nathan
T.
announced. "He's called the
father of TV."
"I knew it wasn't George
Washington," Myron muttered.
"But look what I got when, I
searched George Washington
with Philo Farnsworth," Nathan
said, turning the laptop around.
"The National Statuary Hall
Collection?" Amber said. "I've
never heard of that."
"It's in the U.S. Capitol,"
Nathan said. "Each state can
send a statue of two famous peOple. Philo Farnsworth is from
Utah. George Washington is
from Virginia."
"Who's from Kentucky?"
,Latisha asked. "Rick Pitino?"
"Naw, Tubby Smith," Myron
said.
"Neither one," Nathan said:
stuOing the laptop screen.

Kentucky is represented by
Henry Clay and Ephraim
McDowell."
Amber looked at FreeZee's
clue again. "Those two guys are
together? Then that's the statue
that's not alone."
Nathan returned to the list of
statues. "No. Kentucky's guys
are separate statues. I don't see
any statues of two people on this
list. Look for yourself."
The' others read as Nathan
scrolled down the list Of statues.
each with only a single name.
"Maybe one of these famous
people is twins that are connected." Myron guessed. "What's
that word?"
"Conjoined," Latisha said as
she ran a search of her own.
"No. I don't think so."
"But we definitely know to
go to Washington. D.C.," Amber
said. "Ms. R., let's book a
flight."
"What time is it?" .asked
Amber. the last of the group to
wake up during the 11-hour
flight.
"I'm not even sure what day it
is." Latisha replied, looking out
the window. "I'm just glad
Sluppy's not messin' us up. Our
travel troubles are over."
The plane's intercom clicked
(An. "Ladies and gentlemen. this
is the pilot. We've got dense fog
over Chicago. so we'll have to
find another site to refuel. Sorry
for the delay."
"You had to say something.
didn't you. Tish," Amber said
with a sigh.
"The statues are all over the
building. We'll have to split up."

Myron said as the group stood in
the Capitol Rotunda. "We can
use our walkie-talkies." .
Ms. Roosevelt and her students had arrived at the Capitol
and cleared Security at 3 p.m.,
plenty of time before their 9
p.m. deadline, but only 90 minutes before closing time.
"Girls, you go this way, and
Nathan and I will go that way,"
Myron said, looking at a map.
"Let's meet in the ... let's see ...
the Crypt."
As the kids went "this way"
and "that way" (Ms. Roosevelt
looked at the paintings while the
students searched), they discovered that American heroes didn't
come in pairs.
"Here's Andrew Jackson. He
was a president. He's alone.
though."
"John Peter ,Gabriel
Muhlenberg - that's enough
names forlituR people.**
"That's Keg Kameheha.
He's big!"
"Finally, a woman -'Maria
Sanford."
look! Philo T.
"Hey
Farnsworth. They oughta make
a TV show about him."
"The building will close in 10
minutes," the guard announcedas the exhausted students met
Ms. Roosevelt in the Crypt.
"This place must have a mil-

lion steps,'' !vl.v ron said, breathing heavily.
"We've seen all the statues.
and they're of only one person,"
Amber said, looking up from
her list. "Whew! I feel like
we've walked around the whole
country."
"I know how she must've felt,
walking with. Lewis and Clark
for all that time." Latisha said,
pointing to the figure of
Sakakawea.
"Wait a minute," Nathan said.
walking closer to the statue from
North Dakota. "Sakakawea's
baby is on her back - that's two
people!"
As Ms. Roosevelt beamed
with pride, her students sent
FreeZee a photo, received his
reply. and headed for the exit.
"Let's get the next clue in the
Washington Post," the teacher
said."
Each week, a rap cluefor the
stoly's ,.srayrnger hunt will
appear in Classified section of
the Murray Ledger & Times.
Bob Rouse is ..a writer in
Midway. Frank Yates. who died
Jan. 22, was an artisi for the
Herald-Leader." For classroom
activities to use with this story
go to wwW.kypress.com.
Brought to you by: LG&E
Foundation and Kentucky
Press Association.
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Dean's Backbone
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
year ago. an activist group from
the Seattle area gave Howard
Dean a thin, golden statue of a
backbone.
The Oscar-like award honored the former Democratic
presidential candidate and
Vermoht-governor for standing
up against the lraq war and
other Bush administration policies. . •
Now, as Dean settles into his
new role as head of the
Democratic Party, that golden
spine has come to represent, for
many liberal Democrats, Dean's
potential to develop a tougher,
take-no-prisoners attitude
among the party faithful.
'There's tv,gut-check.
required ?or flans Deanitist
needs to be Dean." said Dal
LaNlagna. founder of the
Progressive Government
Institute. "He's the kind of person who's a collaborator. a
facilitator. He's not someone
who has a clique or who will
only talk to people in his
clique."
In an e-mail sent to supporters Thursday, Dean said he has
gotten an overwhelming
response from "grass-roots
Democrats" offering input on
the party's agenda.
many Democrats can't
wait to get started. They want
to grow,sour party from the
ground up. And that's exactly
what we're going to do," Dear!
said.
Dean traveled Thursday to
upstate New York and to.
Washburn University in
Topeka, Kan., where he criticized President Bush for suggesting Social Security faces a
big crisis. As for the president's
plan to create personal investment accounts as part of Social
Security, Dean said,"I don't'
believe the way to fix Social
Security is to have Wall Street
run it so that it can be invested
in Enron and Tyco and MCI."
Bill Moyer, executive director of the Backbone Campaign,
said he hopes Dean will continue to be a leader among liberal
Democrats and that his dhairmanship will mark a turning
point for the party.
"Dean is the link to this progressive movement," Moyer
said. "The Democratic Party
can either use that or squander
it."
The latest recipient of the
golden backbone was Rep.
Stephanie Tubbs Jones of Ohio,
who challenged Ohio's electoral college results from last
November's election in
Congress. forcing a rare debate
in the House and Senate.
Tubbs Jones said having a
backbone, for Dean, may mean
bringing liberal Democrats to
the table with the rest of the
party.
"There are some that worry
that he will move the party too
far to the left, hut I'm not!warned about that," she said. "I
think he will give definition to
the party and allow Democrats
to define the party instead of
alloixing Republicans to define
us."
Another golden spine recipi-

ent. Rep. Dennis Kucinich of
Ohio. said the Democratic
Party's problem is that it needs
to stop talking in generalities
and start articulating its message: 1 don't know why the
Democratic Party even exists if
it can't advocate for universal
health care and ending the war
in Iraq."
Dean was elected chairman
of the Democratic National
Committee two weeks ago on a
platform that he would rebuild
state parties, take the offensive
against Republicans and do a
better job explaining the party's
Fingers pointing. 4oices
positions on issues. He replaces
raised to assess blame. Yada.
yada, yada.
outgoing party chief Terry
. In the midst of the hubbub
NicAuliffe.
over who is going to what
As chairman, the normally ,
school in the City or the county.
blunt-Peen ay./1Am' to
to shirt from flamboyampnrei-.. one community group is keeping its collective nose to the
dential candidate to cautious
grindstone, focusing excltisiveparty spokesman. The former
ly on the well-being of families
anti-war candidate has sideand children in Murray and
stepped questions about the
Calloway County. For that
Iraq war and given tame
group, which is called CUBS,it
descriptions of the party's posiwas business as usual last week
tion on abortion and gay marwhen they got together for one
riage.
of their regular meetings.
Jodie Evans, a founder of
CUBS is an acronym for
Calloway United Benevolent
the women's peace group Code
Services. This community-wide
Pink, said she's watching to see
collaborative partnership conif Dean maintains his grassvenes quarterly at the Glendale
roots connection orkecomes
,Road Church of Christ to find
pan of the DemOeratic estabways to identify and address
lishment in Washington."He
unmet needs affecting children
had the courage to step into a
and families in our community.
position where he can break the
Last week, about 50 people
Democratic Party out of its
from one end of the county to
stagnation." she said. "Does he
the other took time from their
have the leadership capacity to
busy schedules to attend the
do that?"
lunchtime gathering.
It's this balancing act
On the way into the meeting,
between pleasing the more lib- participants passed a table of
eral parts of the party while
flyers and brochures. By the
also appealing to middle-of-the- time they got into the conference room,each one had an
road voters that will be Dean's
armful of information about
biggest challenge, said Charles
community needs and upcomFranklin, a political scientist
ing events. Inside:each one
from the University of
received a 4-page document
Wisconsin-Madison.
chronicling
announcements.
"Howard Dean .almost cerfrom an array of participants.
tainly has to disarrint his
Anyone who is not familiar
strongest liberal supporters simwith Murray and Calloway
ply,because he's going to have
County would be amazed and
to serve a broader Democratic
impressed at the range of activiParty." Franklin said."So it's
ties available for families living
almost inevitable that there
here
be charges of sellout."
Democratic leaders, initially
wary of a Dean chairmanship,
started embracing his leadership after several high-profile
Democrats vying,for the position backed out Of the race.
But activist groups such as
the Progressive Democrats of
'America, made up of many former Dean and Kucinich campaign volunteers, and
TrueMajority. a Vermont group
founded by Ben & Jerry's
owner Ben Cohen, supported
his chairmanship from the
beginning.
Progressive Democrats
launched a "Draft Dean for
DNC Chair" campaign and
TrueMajority urged supporters
to send 13.500 letters to
Democratic leaders on Dean's
behalf.
"He saw the power of gra..
roots activism," said Duane
Peterson. director of
TrueMajority ACTION.'7hat
hos.. he got inthere as chairman. so there would be no reason for him to turn his back on
it. It worked."

2t
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CUBS

Hospital Board of Trustees, the
•ACT
right players, here. It's not just
preparation
Calloway County Fiscal Court
youth-oriented or for the eldercourses were and Murray City Council jointly, it is community wide and
ly sponsdring the get-together.
at the top of
also includes businesses as well
the list.
The presentation slated for
as social services."
Wadi last Wedaes.day's CUBS.confab . When illenteeting .
t money was a. presentation by Mitch
adjourned, people rose quickly .
management Coy on Character Counts.
from their seats to network and
classes
Mindful of his time limit, Coy
to tie up loose ends before
available to
— in a fast-talking patter— ran resuming their workaday regihigh school
through the basics of Character • men.
Main Street students and Counts, pointing out success
When I steppeeCtside
By Constance their parents, stories from communities
again, there was a chill in the
Alexander
a project
around the country who have
air, but I am not trying to be
Ledger & Times sponsored
embraced the 6 pillars: trustcopy in describing the warm
cooperativeworthiness, respect, responsibil- feeling I got as I sli41 into to my
Columnist
ly by .
ity, fairness, caring and citizencar and went on my way.
Calloway
ship.
Living in a community like this
Coy ended by asking the
County
one, with an organization like
Family Education and Murray
audience to pass The word on
CUBS working quietly behind
High School,
about a Character Counts
the scenes to make connections
IN On Mother's Day this
Lunch/Info Session at the local
and get things done, makes me.
year. Life House is sponsoring
Chamber of Commerce tomorbelieve that we are capable of
a Baby Bottle Campaign and a
row, March 2, between 11:30
solving aity problems that come
group called New Beginnings is a.m. and 1:00 p.m.
our way, including the current
launching a support group for
After his presentation, newcity-county schools flak
people whose lives are affected
comers were invited to share
in some way by incarceration.
information about other activiFor information on the
II The Center for Accessible
ties that have community-wide
March 2. Character Counts
Living wants to know about
interest.
lunch, contact Lisa Satterwhite
individuals who are in need of a
Michelle Hansen,
at the Chamber of Commerce,
ramp for their home. This servCoordinator of the Calloway
753-5171. Background on
ice, which covers the cost of
County Family Resource Center Character Counts is dvailable
materials, is provided through a and a veteran of CUBS,helped
on their site: http:/lwww.chargrant tht-comes through the
orient me, a first-timer, to the
acterrounts.org. Additional
Kentucky Housing Corporation. proceedings.
information about CUBS is
While ramps cannot be built for
"CUBS acts as a catalyst,"
posted on the county schools
rental units, anyone who meets
she pl
" 'figs togeth- Web site:
the other eligibility requireer m
one-hundred
http:/lwww.calloway/klust
ments and resides in the
organizations so we can plan
FRYSC.htin.
Purchase Area can benefit from
strategically to identify and
this service.
address gaps in services. Few
Read Main Street online at
•On March 8, those interexample, Parent Power came
wwwmurrayledgercorn.
ested in the local hospital are
out of this. But the best thing is
Contact the columnist directly
invited to a meeting at the
that CUBS," she continued, "is at constancealexander@charHealth & Wellness Gym, with
that it gains people's attention.
ter net. •
the Murray-Calloway County
You get to the righT people, the
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Obituaries
Jack W. Shroat

Tenn

Jack W. Shroat, 90, South 13th Street, Murray, died Monday, Feb.
28, 2005, at 8 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was owner and operator of Jack's Super Burger restaurant in
Murray, which he operated from the early 1960s until the early
1970s. He was of Baptist faith and enjoyed playing billiards and
fishing.
His wife, Josephine Dyer Shroat, died in Oal'fber 1993. One sister, Betty Riley, and two brothers, Harry Shroat and John Shroat,
also preceded him in death. Born Feb. 17, 1915, in Charleston, Mo.,
he was the son of the late Charles T.(Charlie) Shroat and Annabelle
Walker Shroat.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Jacqueline McCarty and
husband, Jay, Memphis, Tenn.; one son, Nelson E. Shroat and special friend, Peggy Billington, Murray; two sisters, Mrs. Virginia
Dodd. Romeo, Mich., and Mrs. Ann Tobias, Garden City, Mick -Six
grandchildren; nine great-grandchildren; several nieces and
nephews.
The funeral will be Thursday at II a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Joey Adair will officiate. Burial
will follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Wednesday.

Mrs. Ida M. Franklin. "
The funeral for Mrs. Ida M. Franklin was Monday at I p.m. at
Hopewell Baptist Church. Versailles, Ind. The Rev. David Shivers
officiated. .
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hopewell Baptist
Church of Holton Fire Department in care of Stratton-Karsteter
Funeral Home, P.O. Box 84, Versailles, IN 47042. Online condolences may be made to skfuneralhome.com.
Mrs. Franklin. 92, Hopewell community, Versailles, Ind., died
Friday, Feb. 25, 2005, at the Manderley Health Care Center,
Osgood, ind.
She attended Dabney School and was a 1930 graduate of Holton
High School. She was a member of Dabney Baptist Church and
attended Hopeivell Baptist Church. She had worked at Muscatatuck
and also had worked as a cook at Holton School.
On Jan. 28, 1931, she was marned to Floyd Franklin who died
Sept. 20, 1990. Also preceding her in death were her son-in-law,
Egbert Conover, granddaughter, Lisa Franklin, three sisters.
Marjorie Burns, Daisy Williams and Althea Pickett, and 10 brothers,
Ben, Henry, John, Joe, Louis, George, Cecil, Jim, Forrest and Tom
Barricklow. Born April 30, 1912, near Dabney, she was the daughter of the late Abraham Barricklow and Maude Jenkins Barricklow.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Rowena Sanders and
husband, Robert, Murray, Ky., Mrs. Leota Conover, Holton, and
Mrs. Eva Mae Wagoner and husband, Charles. Lake Placid, Fla.;
four sons, Allen Franklin and wife, Louella, Gene Franklin and wife.
Shirley, and Frank Franklin and wife. Myrtle, all of Holton, and Ben
Franklin and wife, Henrietta. Versailles; 28 grandchildren; 52 greatgrandchildren; two great-great-grandchildren.

Bin Laden enlisting top
Iraq operative for U.S.
strikes, intelligence says

By The Associated Press
tinct from
WASHINGTON (APL, — central alOsama bin Laden is enlisting his Qaida operatop operative in Iraq, Abu tions.
Musab al-Zarqawi, to plan
Another
potential attacks on the United administraStates, U.S. intelligence indi- tion official
cates.
with access
Al-Zarqawi, who rivals bin to
the
Laden as the natiop's_ public Homeland
Bin Laden
enemy No. 1. has'been involved Security
in attacks in the Middle East but
has not been known before to Department's bulletin said the
have set his sights on the United intelligence indicates that al-'
States.
Qaida has continued to encourThe Homeland Security age al-Zarqawi. who was born in
Department issued a classified- Jordan, to get involved in terrorbulletin to officials over the ist actions against Americans
Edd Sam Bates
weekend about the intelligence,‘ outside of Iraq — including in
Edd Sam Bates, 65, Murfreesboro, Tenn., formerly of Murray.
which
spokesman
Brian the United States.
died Sunday, Feb. 27, 2005, at 8:30 a.m. at his
Roefirkasse described Monday
"The,intelligence continues
home.
as "credible but not specific." ,
be analyzed by the intelliA Navy veteran of Vietnam War, he was operThe- , intelligence
gence community and all approations manger of Murfreesboro Water and Sewer
obtained over *- past seve
priate information will be
Department. He was of Methodist faith.
weeks, officials hid.
passed on to homeland security
One brother. William F. Pates Jr., preceded
The United States has no -partners," Roehrkasse said.
hirn in death. Born Nov. 20, 1939, in Murray, he Mrs:Inez Motheral Reaves
immediate plans to raise its -The department has no plans at
was the son of the late William Fulton Bates and Mary Alice Bates.
The funeral for Mrs. Inez Motheral Reaves was today (Tuesday) national terror alert level, this time to raise the threat level
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Patricia Goodwin Bates; two at 11 a.m. in
the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. Josh Roehrkasse said. However, the based on this nonspecific inforsons, Sam Bates and wife, Shannon, and Ward Bates and wife, Ketchum officiated.
intelligence "reiterates the mation." •
Leanne, and four grandchildren, Samuel, Patrick, Parker and Sadler
DHS sent the bulletin to state
Pallbearers were Dr. James D. Outland, Dr. David Outland, desire by al-Qaida and its associates to target the homeland," homeland stkurity directors. A
Bates, all of Murfreesboro; one broWier, Thomas Bates and wife, Kevin Johnson, Vernon
McCree, Paul Motheral, John Motheral and
he said.
Justice Department official said
Brenda, Barbersville, W.Va.; sister-in-law, Mrs. Martha Bates, Bobby Motheral.
Bin Laden was in contact the FBI was ntit involved, an
Atlanta, Ga.
ExlareAsions of sympathy may be made to Seventh and College
with al-Zarqawi within the past that the information that led to
A graveside service will be Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. at the Murray Church of Christ Building
Fund, c/o Shelia Foy, Seventh and
two months in an effort to enlist. the bulletin was gleaned by CIA
City Cemetery.
College Church of Christ, 103 East College St.,, Mayfield, Ky.,
him in attacks, a- U.S. official intelligence.
Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home, Murray, from 42066.
said on condition of anonymity..
Al-Zarqawi has a $25 million
2 to 3:30 p.m. Wednesday.
Mrs. Reaves,87, Mayfield. died Saturday. Feb. 26,2005. at 10:45
. The move may reflect the al- U.S. bounty on his head and is
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hospice of am. at Jackson
Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
Qaida leadership's desire to believed to have orchestrated a
Murfreesboro, 726 South Church St., Murfreesboro, Tenn., 37130.
She was a retired accountant for Johnson Implement Company. involve
al-Zarqawi in activities wave of car bombings, kidnapShe was a longtime member of Lebanon Church of Christ, but was outside Iraq,
the official said.
pings.
assassinations - and
now a member of Seventh and College Church of Christ. Mayfield.
Cad J. Powell
Events in Iraq. Officials beheadings across Iraq. He has
Her husband, Robert S. Reaves, two sisters, Pauline Outland and noted, have,limited al-Zarqawi's run an increasingly dangerous.
Carl J. Powell, 77, Housman Road, Boaz, died Monday, Feb: 28,
Maxine Oliver. and three brothers, Robett E.(Pete) Motheral.-Eniest ability to underrIke attacks else- but diffuse, network of opera2005, at 11:45 pm. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
A Navy veteran of World War 11, he was M. Motheral and John Willii-Motheral. all preceded her in death. where.
tives in Iraq known by a number.
supervisor over the maintenance department Born in Graves County, shewas the daughter of the late Estella
Al-Zarqawi is blanled for
names.
with the Certainteed Company in Wichita Falls, Canter Motheral and Lee Clarence Motheral. She had lived in scores of attacks in Er
Al-Zarqawi is blamed largely
and
•
Texas, before retiring. He was a member of Murray in her youth.
pledged allegiance t
n Laden for attacks in the Middle East.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Alicia Reaves Brown and and the al-Qaida network last including numerous attacks in
Lodge #166 of Free and Accepted Masons in
/
41,B., Mayfield; one grandson. Matthew William year. Yet he has had differences Iraq and foiled plots targeting
Freeport. Ill., and oirthe Shriners in Rockford,. husband, Rond1
Wallace
and
wife,
Diane Olsofka Wallace; two great-grandchildren, with bin Laden, and his efforts U.S. and Israeli targets in Jordan
.
His wife, Viola Anne Miller Powell. died in 2000. One son, Courtney Dawn Wallace and Alexander Bryson Wallace; and one are considered somewhat dis- at the millennium.
David L. Powell, and one brother, C.L. Powell, also preceded him in sister, Mrs. Linda Johnson and husband James L.(Doc), Mayfield.
death. Born July 7, 1927, in California, he was the son of the late
Charles Lewis Powell and Grace Pittman Powell.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Nancy Buchanan and husband, Larry, New Concord, and Mrs. Anna Stewart and husband, Mrs.
& HOMECARE MEDICAL SUPPLY
Mary Ruth Robed*
David, Boaz; one son, Carl N. Powell and wife, Cindy, Quapaw.
The funeral for Mrs. Mary nth Roberts will be today (Tuesda0
414 SOUTH NINTH ST.• MAYFIELD • 247-3232
Okla.; one sister, Mrs. Elizabeth Rich, Texas; one sister-in-law, Mrs. at I p.m.
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Roy
247-4139 • 1-800-745-0732 • FAX (270) 745-0732
Rose Powell. Grove, Okla.; eight grandchildren; 12 great-grandchilGibson will officiate. Music will be by Stephanie Roberts.
dren.
www.cornerdrugstore.com
Pallbearers will be Donnie Houston. Terry Houston, Jimmy
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangeDedicated to Prompt. Friendly Service For Over 65 Years
Hendricks, Terry Yarbrough, Charlie Burkeen and Larry
ments.
Weatherford. Burial willfollow in the Hicks Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home. ,
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Cherry Corner Baptist
Rob Graves Gingles
eira
A .graveside service for Rob Graves Gingles was Monday at 11 Church, 850 Cherry Corner Road, Murray, Ky., 42071.
Mrs. Roberts, 83, Ky. 121 South, Murray, died Friday. Feb. 25.
•
a.m. at the Murray City Cemetery. John Dale officiated.
Pallbearers were Hunter Gingles, Ralph 2005, at 5:25 p.m. at Nrurray-Calloway County Hospital.
American Breast Care brings you the
A beautician, she was also an instructor for Each Beauty School.
Gingles, Rob' Gingles, Jim Pickens, Charlie
comfortable, beautiful bra you've
Murray,
for many years. She was a member of Cherry Corner
Gibbs, Jackie Carson and Robert Blalock.
been waiting for. It's our very first •
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of Baptist Church.
Her
husband,
Ira
Wade
Roberts.
preceded
her in death. Born Aug.
arrangements.
seamless, molded-cup, pocketed bra!
Expressions of sympathy may be made to 22, 1921, in Calloway County, she was the daughtec of the late
Made of a beautiful nylon./spandex,\
Kosair Children's Hospital,•P.O. Box 37370, George Ray Houston and Ora Lee Geurin Houston.
this is a revolutionary design that's
Survivors include One daughter. Ms. Sheila Jo Roberts, Paducah:
4
Louisville, Ky., 40233.
Mr. Gingles, 84, Meadow.
invisible under clothing
1...ane, Murray, died Saturday, Feb. 26, one son, Fred Roberts and wife. Phyllis, Murray; one brother. Fred
Parker Houston, Paducah; four grandchildren, John Robert Kelso.
2005, at 9:20 a.m. at his home.
and provides the
A retired banker, he had worked at the Bank of Murray for 24 Independence, Calif., Lori Sheridan and Ray Roberts, both of
ultimate in comfort!
Murray,
and
Jay
Suiter,
Paducah; five great-grandchildren.
years. An Air Force veteran of World War II, he was a member of
Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Born Dec. 3, 1920, in Kirksey, he was the son of the late Hugh
Gingles and Bess Potts Gingles. Also preceding him in death were
one daughter, Nancy Ann Gingles and one brother, Ralph Gingles.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Gwen Nance Gingles, to whom
he was married July 22, 1949, at Kirksey; two sons, Johnny Gingles
and Jimmy Gingles, and three grandchildren. Ellen, Rob and Hunter
Gingles. all of Murray; one sister, Mrs. Billie Banks, Nashville.

STONE'S DRUGS

molded o ,;e604;4 -r-44E

No Score? Know The Score!
Ledger & Times Sports

Investments Since 1854... Our best investment is you.

STOCK MARKET REPORT
Dow Jones lad. Avg...10=01 +6i.ra
Air Products
+ 0.62
AT&T
0.15
+ 0.22
...............26.05 + 0.25
Briggs & Stratton ............39.44 + 0.02
Bristol Myers Squibb ......25.10 + 0.07
Caterpillar _94.68 - 0.37
Chevron Texaco Corp ......613l - 0.57
Daimler Chrysler .......-46.17 + 0.07
Dean Foods
............34.66 + 0.11
Exxoo-Mobil----_-62.79 - 032
Ford Motor..---12.56 0.09
General Fiectric
........35.27 + 0.07
Genera/ Motors
---35.70 + 0.05
GlaxoSinithliline ADR.-49.18 +
Goodrich
........37.43 + 1.40
Goodyen,
14.59 +0.13
HopFed Bluth' —1632B 16.43 A
Cows Squaw Murray. KY 43071
270453-3366 • 1100-444-11114
Haim
s440
/A4
'HAWSlomi its =NW Mos In Ms stock
one —price modems.
•
Mahone,eksmstios rot** on ,espost

prices as of 9 a.m.
I B M .........................—.92.94 + 0.36
Intel
+ 0.60
17.98 - 0.01
Kreger
Mittel----11 09 + 0.17,
McDonalds---31.23 + 0.151
Merck--------32.09 +1311
Microsoft
+101
J.C. Penney
----aka
Pepsico, Inc. -------53.83
Pfizer. Inc.
+ 0.31
Regions Financial --......32.52 + 0.26
Schering-Plough ------19.16 +0.21
—49.95 +0.02
Sears
Tim Warner
1795+0.11
US Bancorp ..-29.88 + 0.13
UST
..........35.33 + 0.68
WelPotat --....--122.46 + 0.40
Wal-Mart---.
52.07 + 0.46

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET-CMC, INC.

American
Breast Care

Our model is wearing lightweight breast
prostheses hir American Breast Care.

(270) 753-2617
Hwy. 641 S. • Murray

1998 Chevy S-10 R-Cab 4x4
Stock #239294
All Power, V6, 5-Spd., Alloy Wheels
Only 36,xxx miles
Kelly Blue Book Price $11,865

AWHILUARD DONS

B. HILUARD, VV.L. LYONS, INC.
MMUS NM YORK STOCK EXCHANOf AND SIPC

Murray/Calloway County's newest time,
temperature, weather and only official forecast

LaVela Sullivan
Registered Fitter For
Orthotics/Mastectomy

Stones is dedicated to
helping women lead fuller
lives after breast surgery
.
.
1-800-745-0732
270-247-3232
270-247-3233

753'1000
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COMMUNITY
Adams rempins hospitalized
after her kidney transplant

"Energy Policy /Global
Warning' event Thursday
An -Energy Policy/Global
Wamint -will be Thursday at
6 pun, in room 240 of Alexander Hall auditorium of Murray State Univeisity, North 16th
Street.
This will include a filn
"Oil.on Ice," which is a visually stunning journey to an
Alaskan land that is teeming
with wildlife and erviched by
centuries of Native American
.culture designed to inform yew-'
ers • about the connection
between oil, the environment'.

Nikki Adams of Murray remains hospitalized at Nanderbilt Children's Hospital, Nashville, Tenn., after having a kidney transplant on Jan. 12. The doctors
discovered that the FSGS disease that killed
her own two kidneys is back,- according
to Judy Irvin. special fund benefit coordinator.
Irvin said problems in her condition
have occurred and the doctors have been
Jo's
unable to give her the FSGS treatment
Datebook for the past few days. The family requests
By Jo Burkeen your prayers.
Community
Nikki says she appreciates the mans
Editor
cards she has received. They may be mailed
t Children's Hospital, 2200 C'hildren's
Vanderbil
at
to Nikki
Way, Room 7535, Nashville, TN 37232. Donations may be
or
made for Nikki at any Union Planters/Regions Bank
Spemay be left in special cans marked for "Nikki Adams
cial Account" at local restaurants.

and America's energy future.
The film provides a perspective on the issues of energy policy, the debate over
arilling in the Arctic, global
climate change, vehicle fuel
efficiency standards, , wildlife
protection and renewable energy sources.
. Admission is free and no
ticket is needed,. according to
Dr, Joe Balist„ -direcitor of the
Center for-Environmental Education of College of Education
at MSU.
Photo provided

Character Counts celebration
planned March 12 at center
would like to' have a booth,
contact the Extension Office
by February 28. There is no
charge to have a booth at
this family'friendly event.
On March 2 from 11:30
to 1 p.m.. there will be a Character Counts booth training for the community at the
Murrly Calloway County
Chamber office. The training
will only take, 15 minutes. A
light lunch will be served.
our cornExtension
Come learn about the Character 'Counts Pillars. and how
Notes
plans. a
you can forward this moveBy ,
character .
ment in our community.
n
GI nny Harper celebratio
If you plan to attend call
Calloway
called
Chamber office at 753the
County Agent "Catch the
5171 by March I at noon.
for 4-H/Youth Character
Upcoming events:
Wave" at*
Development
•4-H youth from -oround
the Murray
Kentucky -will be descending
State University Curris CenFrankfort to Meet their .•
on
noon.
to
a.m.
ter from 9
Governor, senators and repreThere are 'numerous agensentatives on Wednesday. We
cies, school groups. faithhave 15 Calloway County 4based groups. businesses and
H .youth and families attendplangovernmental agencies
ing.
ning to bring Information
•Cloverbuds Club will
and fun- to share with the
Meet on Thursday at the
youth of our community to
Calloway County Library
encourage positive behavior
Annex •from 3:30 to 4:30
and good character along
p.m.
with enjoying our-beach
.•
S 'The 4-H Knit-Pickers,
theme.
grade and up, will meet
5th
.In 2004. we had approxion Thursday at Glendale
mately 1500 people attend
with more than 600 children. Place from 3:30 to 5 p.m.
Trudy McFarland is the
We hope that all families
leader.
will, put this event on their
-U A meeting of the 4-H
calendars and attend in
Horse Bowl and Horse Judg2005." stated Michelle •
Teams will be Monday
ing
chairman.
event
Hansen.
at the West Kentucky Expo
Iry the small ballroom the
Center. Horse Howl will
Purchase District Health
Department and the Calloway meet from 4 to 5 and Judging from 5 to 6 p.m. All
County Health Department
interested youth are welcome.
are going to have a Heart
Challenge Course that has all Youth do .not have to have
horses to participate in bowls
kinds of acti% ities to allow
or judging.
youth to know about the
.activities and workings of'
The Calloway County 4the heart.
is a part of the
Program
Counts
Character
This
Celebration will promote and .University of Kentucky, College of Agriculture Cooperaencourage the positive things
tive Extension Service.
our youth are doing. Plan- to
attend. If your organization

Having character is a
challenge in today's Society.
We want
-to celebrtte
good character and
upstanding
behavior in
our C0111- •
munity.
On
March 12

ALLIED
HOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL CORPORATION
AMERICA S LARGEST COAST-TO-COAST • NOW IN MURRAY
• Been told "no" by others? Give us a call or come by our office!
• We have programs that allow us to say "yes"
to your home purchase or refinance.
• Call or come by today for your tree pro-approval!

200 Poplar St. • Murray, KY
Phone 270-753-7665 or Toll Free 888-246-4093

NOW

Hand-painted
Austrian Easter Eggs
•

Register to win an Easter Egg Tee
now thru March 18!

Of& World marketylace
Next to Cheii Theater• Murray •759-4877
Mon. - Fri. 10 am -5 pm • Sat. 10 am -3 pm

•Buy 1 large (16") pizza at regular price,
got 2nd FREE 'of equal Or less& .cloe
'Buy 3 largo (16")pizzas with unlimited
toppings $7.00 *a.(3 minimum purchase)
•1 largo (16") pizza wifh
uniimitod toppings 18.50
•Beef Tips Dinner $1.00
•Porlfinal Cotzones wa toppings a drink $5.00
Well honor any pizza coupon
Church groups receive 20% discount on Sundays
Open Dolly 11 a.m.-1 a.m. •817 Coldwater Rd

762-0442

Steve Hoskins, standing left, and Randy McCallon, seated at right, spoke-al a neighborhooft meeting held recently at New Concord.

Hoskins and McCallon
speak at town meeting
NW-CONCORD. Ky. Steve Hoskins, superintendent
of Calloway County Schools,
and Randy McCallon, assistant
with
met
superintendent;
approximately 55 • New Concord residents that gathered for
a town meeting at the !slew
Concord Church of Ch4t-activity building on Feb.
The meeting was sponsored
by the Neighborhood Watch
Committee led by Bobby
Meador, New Concord Homemakers Club, parent Power and
Calloway County AlliaaK for
,Substance Abuse Prevention.
Topics of discussion, included the school Asituation., the
strengthening and bonding of
families in a common cause
and the Character Counts framework that is being "implemented in each Calloway County
School: a
Character Counts teaches
values. The meeting included

d
Project Graduation meeting planne
n Commit-

Calloway County High School Project Graduatio
.tees/ will meet Wednesday at 5 p.m. in the school cafeteria.
All senior parents are encouraged to attend by the sponsors,
Kelly Lyles and Ann Proctor.

a question and answer time.
Also discussed as the fact that
data shows -that parents networking with the schools
improves their child's academic success and their soci3I skills.
Children must be tadght how
to resist peer pressure and other
opportunities for them to
become involved in risky behaviors such as school drop out,
early seXual involvement, van-.
ilalism and substance abuse.
"A training and motivated
parent is the greatest prevention program ever,invented,"
said Bill Oliver, The Passage
Group; the group's slogan is
"Building a safe passage into
adulthood."
• Readers who would like
more information on "The Passage Group's Parent to Parent
Training may call Trish Barton at the Calloway 'County
Family Resource Center, 7537333.

CCHS Band Boosters will meet
will Meet today

at
Calloway County Laker Band Boostp,
•
room.
band
School
Filgh
County
Calloway
the
in
p.m.
5:30
Middle and high school parents and all interested persons are
urged to attend.
OM.

Senior Citizens promotion today
lloway Coun-

A rebate day at Captain D's for the Murray-Ca
Citizens will be today, according to Rowena EmerSenior
ty
son, AARP• Chapter committee chairman for the Senior Citizens. 'Persons are asked to place their receipts in the box on
the counter marked for Senior Citizens.

•

Health Express lists stopsCounty

Hospital will
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
offer blood pressure and pulse checks and two-hour Mood
sugar screenings today from 12:30 to 2 p.m. at' Save-A-Lot.
MurrayApri Wednesday from 9 a.m. to noon at Marshall County Senio? Citizens Center, Benton. For information call 7621348.

Lakers taking yearbook orders

calloway County High School Laker yearbooks will be on
sale during !this week only. Cash is acceptable but by paying ,
by check. it will act as a second receipt. Checks of $18, for
each yearbook should be made payable to CCHS for 2005
Laker yearbook. Persons should buy their yearbooks from
Glenn Leckie, sponsor, or from a member of the yearbdok
staff.

Angel Alerts are- issued

Calloway County Family Resource Center has issued Angel.
Alert needs. A donation of a car is needed for a local family. It needs to be in good condition and able to travel daily
more than 50 miles. A -donation of space is 'needed to store
six Character Courts Pillars (4 ft. wide by 10 ft. high). Trailers are also needed to affix them to for parades. Donations
are tax deductible. For either of these alerts, the contact is
the Calloway County Family Resource Center, phone 7627333.
•

Microsoft developer will be featuranedopen

Westem Kentucky .NET User Group (WKDNUG),
membership of local software developers interested in Microsoft's
.NET development tools, will meet tonight at 6:30. p.m. in/
room 152 of business building south at Murraf State University. SpeOial guest will be Microsoft Developer Community
•
Champion Ron Cundiff as guest presenter,
Photo provided

Murray High School senior Derek Nance (left) was invited
to compete in Lindsey Wilson College's 2005 Begley
Scholars Day. At right is Lindsey Wilson Admissions
Counselor Daniel Matheny.

Local student participates'
in Begley Scholars Day
COLUMBIA, Ky. - A high
school senior from Murray High
School recently partici ted in
Lindsey Wilson College' 2005
Begley Scholars Day.
Derek Nance interviewedfot
the prestigious Begley SchOl•ars Program at Lindsey Wilson pn February 19. He was
among 71 high school seniors
from Kentycky and the Southeast who were invited to cornpete for the selective academic and lead‘rship scholarship
program. .
Nance-the son of Rick Nance
and Anne Newberry-has been
involved_ in concert band,
marching band, jazz band. soccer. 'swim team, track, cross
country and tennis. He has participated in Beta Club, Spanish club, speech team, Pep
Club. Future Business Leaders
of America, Fellowship of

udent
Christian' Athletes,
Honor
Council, and Natio
has bee in school
ty.
S
s and has
usicals
been a soccer referee. He is
the senior class treasurer.
The Begley Scholars Program was created in 1997 to
honor John B. Begley, who
served as the- sixth president
of Lindsey Wilson from 1977
to 1997. Begley Scholars
receive a full scholarship to
attend Lindsey Wilson. The
purpose of the program is to
recognize student success and
to encourage excellence in the
classroom, on campus and in
society. The ideal Begley Scholar is a student who has excelled
in the classroom and has been
active in community affairs. The
total value of the four-year
scholarship is worth more than
$80,000.

KIPSIONMENT SALE
IMMEDIATE PAYOUT!!!
NIAYFIELD
Feb. 18 & 19 Drop Off
Feb. 22 - 25• Shopping Plaza

PADUCAH
March 4 & 5 Drop Off
March 5- 18•Gores - Lome Oak Rd.

Sign up Today! 270-247-8929
All items sorted at consignment - guaranteed

Money & clothing ready for pick up a end of sale — no waiting!

Local NAPA, meeting is tonight

The local affiliate of the National Alliance of the M
ng
ly ill will meet tonight at " 6:30 p.m. in the priv..
. Issues
rooms 1 and 2 of ,Murray-Calloway County Hos
a,ira will r discussed.'
relevant to mental health care in this'.,
Al* support groups for persons with mental illne and their
families will be conducted. All interested persons are invited.

Temple Hill Lodge will meet.

Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 of Free and Accepted Masons
ill meet tonight at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall on Highway
464, east of Almo.

Kappa Department will meet
Club

will have an
Kappa Department of Murray Woman's
open meeting tonight at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. Pat
Miller will speak about "Russia/Ukraine Experience." Hostesses will be Melva Hatcher, Jane Field. Linda LaRochelle,
Sharon Bybee, Rita Ford and Belinda Woods.

MMS Council will meet
Murray Middle School Site-based Decision Making (ouncil will meet today at 4:30 p.m. in room 103.

Singles will meet tonight
• Murray Singles cSOS) will meet tonight at 7 p.m. in the
annex of Calloway Public Library. This is open to all singles.
For information call Vicky at 753-3128, Laverne at 753-0181.
or Jackie at 1-270-247-7754.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main 'St., Murray, next to St.
John's Episcopal Church. For information call/753-8419 or 1877-447-2004.

MIS0,
ILO YON WENINIPAWERINYCACI
WITH NOW INN To Sor You/
•basing Giossis•Serving Sets•Cake kippers•Gaffe's & Motel
Coll For Your Wedding Consultation Today
gb
lei
0112e
AKER.
/ & CATERtNG

715 1 S. 121i S.(Across km hod Gialt)
Illersy•(270) 712-0450•Marls Thamses, Owner
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Cost at issue in Medicaid debate
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More major snow batters Northeast

.NEWARK, N.J. (API
Highway crews spread salt on
roads and schools gave students
an 'unplanned holiday Monday
as a storm plowed along the East
Coast with a threat of more than
a foot of blowing snow.
Storm watches and warnings
were posted as far north as
Maine, and snow coated roads
as far south as North Carolina
and eastern Kentucky.
"No! No, no, no! l'm ready
SOLACE Cr tor mesow w wr 111.4eolowasit wow
for it to be hot out. I'm tired of
the cold already," said Shajuan
Carter of Irvington as she waited
at Newark's Penn Station for a
train into New York City.
Six to 10 inches of snow was
likely in the New York City area
by the time the storm lets up
Tuesday morning, with 14 inches possible in northwestern New
Jersey and the Poconos of northeastern Pennsylvania, and up to
2 feet in the mountains of West
by
driven
Virginia, the ,National Weather
discussion that's not
By ROBERT TANNER
she
number,"
said. Eight inches was
budget
Service
an
arbitrary
AP National Wnter
possible in Boston.
WASHINGTON (AP) - said.
Republican Haley Barbour of
Ten inches had fallen by
Governors struggling to revamp
AP Photo
Medicaid and , avert federal Mississippi put it this way: afternoon at North Carolina's
in
Street
on
Front
Jr.
n
Johnso
budget.
the
Seward
drive
J.
should
by
g"
"Policy
spending cuts hope to convince
Mount Mitchell, and more than Snow falls on the bronze statue "Waitin
the Bush admOnstration that but the budget hOuldn't drive 8 inches was on the ground in Harrisburg. Pa., Monday. A winter storm warning is in effect for the region with snow
widespread state experiments policy."
western Virginia, where police accumulations expected of six to eight inches.
Medicaid costs have soared
would save money- and could
blamed the weather for 100 trafThe snow was wet and heavy
krsey Turnpike was reduced to
launch a model for nationwide in recent years, driven by health fic accidents."By far, for as, this send students home earl).
on
populati
of North Carolina, causaging
an
parts
costs,
in
the
care
of
length
the
for
reforms.
For .New Jersey, the storm 45 mph
is the biggest snowstorm we've
ing power line breaks that
They hope to echo the wel- that relies largely on Medicaid had," said Chuck Lionberger, a arrived just five days after one state.
fare reform movement that grew to pay for nursing homes, and a
The storm was expected to blacked out more than 11,000
spokesman for the .Virginia that dumped nearly 8 inches on
out of state efforts a decade ago, recession that -g*t more people
drop 8 to 12 inches- on parts of customers. utilities' said.
parts of the state.
Department of Transportation.
But in North Carolina's westbut they • agree this will be to state-supported health care.
be
.The Taylor Rental Center in Vermont, which could
Afternoon arrivals at Newark
This year, Medicaid will cost
tougher.
mountaiffk, the snowy
ern
's
Tuesday
hamper
to
enough
Laurel had been getting
"It's two or three layers more an estimated $329 billion. Liberty International Airport Mount
was welcomed. weather
staple
cheokieg annual town meetings, the
complex than Welfare reform." Enrollment has increased by 40 were pelayed up to three hours, calls sini.e•\Saturday
is sort of the winter we
the
"This
in
ent
governm
local
arid of
said Democrat Mark Warner of percent over the past five years. although planes were taking off the avaifability of backhoes
having," said Brad
been
haven't
region.
Bush's budget would make it on time. Still, more than 200 other snow-removal equipment
Virginia, who's helping lead the
manager of
general
If only a few people are able 4oretz,
discussions • among governors more difficult for older people to flights in and out of the airport at a rate of $263 for eight hours,
Mountain.
Ski
hian
Appalac
town's
a
to show up to conduct
Qiuck Hudson- said. .
Maw
and with the Bush administra- transfer their assets to family were canceled.
expectaour
exceed
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"March
and
or
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for
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,
qualify
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they
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tion.
Schools were also closed •
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can
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s
governor
'Warner and other
from Kentucky to Pennsylvania it 'snows and whenever there's
to reconvene ant'then adjourn, ggpd weather and good slope
who met Monday with President home care, one of the large cosi- because of slippery roads or in snow on the ground," he said.
presiThe
system.
the
of
Secretary of State conditions."
drivers
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others decided to
,
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I ,year beginning Oct. 1 also weather,
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seeks over the next decade with- w Id affect an effort to lower
SHOPPES OF MURRAY
govout damaging health care for drug prices, which several
ernors said showed promise, and
their poorest citizens.
s,
What's . need(d, governors a change to taxes on provider
would
said
s
giNernor
which
systemic
contend, is broader,
reform to the state-federal pro- shift costs to them.
Even the impact of the budggram that provides health care to
was in dispute. Governors
et
,
children
—
people
million
53
ned of $60 billion in
complai
poor, elderly and disabled.
They hoped to come closer to cuts over 10 y'ears. But the
a compromise between their 'administration, and the National
ideas and the Bush budget as Governors Association analysis,
they finished four days of talks said reductions • were offset by
_ .,,iidditional spending, leaving the
at the winter meeting of the.
Governor?' "oat at about $40 billion.
National
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CCMS has plenty of poets and they know it
!II:

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Calloway Couhty Middle
School Language Arts teacher
Jeanette McCallon said lite was
tickled to death when 16 of her
more than 80 students had their
works for a three-state poetry
contest published.
That was six years ago.
It's one-of these deals where
I received some info through the
mail, and it showed that it's
something that kids. can be
rewarded or their efforts. So, I
looked into it to see if the company was reputable and it turned
out they were, and I got to thinking, 'This would really be a Cool
thing for thee kids if they could
do this.'" said McCallon, wholl
was watched 'things snowball
•
since then.
Recently, she received notice
that 45 of the 79 students she
handles will be published in the
Creative Communication Poetry
JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photg
anthology "A Celebration of
These are some of the 45 Calloway County Middle School students that have had their works published in the anthology,"A Celebration of Young;
Young Poets."is also enabled
CCMS to win the Poetic Poets. Seventh-grade Language Arts teacher Jeanetta McCallon is shown posing with those students.
Achievement Award that is pre-, excited about that. I. mean, you seems to really get involved, According
Creative ed a free copy for having more Hounshell; Josh Humphreys
to
sented annually ..by Creative had grandmas and grandpas, even those that seem to struggle Communicationk this honor is than five students haVe works Natalia Janes; Allison
Jones:'
Corinnunication.,
neighbors they know and many. with school work, a lot. Were given to the top,'0 percent of the published, which is becoming a Nathan Kelso; Ali Love; Leanna
Ho,ever. McCallon said many% Others (at NCES) just to not looking at punctuation or schools who enter the contest tradition.
• Luther; Chandra Mack; Melanie;
while the sch
and the teach- see that, and, as far as I'm con- how things are structured hero: from Kentucky; Tennessee and
Last year.CCMS had 38pub- .Mathis; Haley McCuiston4,
ers. should
h
sop
v.r‘,ivd nrteatthis
cerned. anytime a kid can have What I want from them is to West Virginia. Additional hon- •lished.
Lindsey McDougal; Heather',
honor. th ones
w
e who
that kind of recognition, it's bfirig out what is inside them. cks,for students are also a possi'This year's of CCMS stu- McGinnis; Ashley Miller, Cathy;
should be celebrating
the always a good thing," McCallon I'm asking them','What are you bility . as judges are in the dents being published includes: Miller; .D.J. Misner; Courtney;
students. •ey
ognized said.
feeling?' and then they bring it process of reviewing wores for Caleb Barber; Scott Barrett; Nugent; Wesley Potts. Charlie
at last Thurs y night's monthly . "What really got me. though. to life in their poems. It's excel- the Top Ten Poet award, thich NathanielJordan Powers;.lesse Ridee, Denham:
Beam;
meeting of the Calloway County is when one of our kids,came up lent."
distributes $3,000 in cash and Burkeen; Tiffany Cain; Jennifer Rogers; Takina Scott; Chad.
Board of Education at North to me before the meeting and
With distinction of being a prizes to those recipients
Canter; Douglas Colson; Cohen, Sheets; !Crystal Smith; Ashleish,Calloway Elementary School.
said. 'I've never received a cer- Poetic Achievement Award
Less than. 50 percent of the tossey; Kyle. Crittendon;--Stryder, /vitae SolOmOn; -14•4
"We didn't
is tificate litze this for anything recipient, CCMS is also eligible poems submitted were selected Brittnee
Deitz; . Adam Steely; Jonathan Thomas; Sarah:
would be goitig bn until just beforcf That's what this is for consideration for one of for publishing in "A Celebration Edmonsbn; Teela EtheridP; Velo; Keshea Wadkins and:
before the told us we'd be on about/.
Creative Communication's $250 of Young Poets," of which the Hailee Greeo;)onathan Higgins; Justin Weaver. •
their agenda, and the kids were
"Everybody who does this Language
Grants. CCMS campus will be present- Jackson
Arts
Hopper:. Wesley
..‘

111,11111mailli
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Tawsitive' Influence

Stud

of the Week
CALLOWAY COUNTY
HIGH SCHOOL
2006,

Photo provided

Photo provided

Staff members at Murray Elementary School hand
out little yellow tiger paws called "Pawsatives" when
students are seen doing something kind or polite.
The children write their name on the back of each
pawsative and put them in a container in their classroom. Every Friday morning a name is drawn from
each classroom and those names are arinouncect on
Tiger Cub News by MES Princiapal Janet Cal ell.
She invites the students to meet her in the cp4eteria
at 2 p.m. for fun and games'to reward the
or their
good behaviori Shown are Caldwell and f3 student
Jessie Cline enjoying a game wher everyone
changes partners during the song '14,4

Photo provided

Jesse McCallon, a seventh grader at Calloway County
-Middle School, was recently named Student of the Week
by Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors and WNBS 1340 AM.
McCallon, the son of Phil! and Claydean McCallon of
Kirksey, is involved with Boy Scouts and chess club ansl
enjoys science, camping and backpacking. He is shown
with Rebecca Landolt, a representative of Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors, left, and Kimberly Barrett, who
teaches language arts at CCMS.

14116 COVNsa-
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17
04
"
114
:01%
11.
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C.10.90N'

ft ma L)f-eel like winter,

1441

but at the Keci barn
erjtking's coming up

Make sure
your school
gets a
piece
of the
pie.

Kim Myatt. a senior at Calloway County High School„hat
been named Student of the Week by Century 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors and WNBS 1340 AM. Myatt, the daughter of
James an.d Sharon Myatt of Hazel. is employed but also is
involved in track. soccer, Beta Club, FCA, FBLA, NSHS,
Pep Club and is the Senicit class treasurer. he is shown
with Rebecca Landolt, a representative with Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors, left, and Kathy Jo Stubblefield,
who teaches senior English at CCHS.

effP OP WITH LOCAL
SCHOOL HAPPENINGS hi
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EVERYDAY

SCHOOL SPECIAL!!
5 Large, 1 Topping Pizzas

500

$

Each
*Over-flowing With Spring Florals & Gifts
*New Soy UR Burning Candle Line
*New Shipment Coffee Masters Gourmet Coffees
.*New Line Of Metal Cat Sets
*Come See Us OftefieShipMents Arriving Daily
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BAR
N
\
SIFT SHOPPE
Hwy.94 West • 435-4770 • Open Mon. — Sat., 10 a.m. — 5 p.m.
NOW OPEN SUNDAY 1-5 p.m.
"The Area's Most Unique Shopper

School Tax Exempt

Great for school parties,
after school activities
"Have To Order Minimum of

Better Ingredients.
- Better Pizza.
65,4 N. 12th St. (Next to Office Depot)
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Racers vs. RedhavVks

Murray State's madness begins tonight
go raingssea

71psett 7 p.m.
Wsp: MEC
Swift worst
MSU leads 39-16
Last rimeeng:
MSU 61, SEMO
57, Feb. 24.
2006, in Cape
Girardeau, Mo..
Coaches: (Mick
Cronin (45-16,
2nd
season),
Murray
State,
Gary Garner (118-111. 8111 season)
Southeast Missouri
Redo: Radio Network (Froggy 103 7
FM), wen Neal Bradley and Nathan
Hisidon

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Three games in March.`
That's been the mantra for the Murray State Racers under head coach
Mick Cronin since Dny I back in October.
"Our whole season, everything we
do, is to build toward our conference
tournament," said Cronin. "All our guys
signed on to play in the NCAA Tournament. That's what it's all about."
The Racers will start their hopeful
road to the "Big Dance" tonight at 7,
when rival 'Southeast Missouri State
pays it second visit to the Regional

Special Events center this season for
the opening round of the Ohio Valley
Conference Tournament.
SEMO's first visit to Murray, on
Feb. 5, was a costly one for the Racers, who dropped a 61-58 decision that
eventually wound up aosting them at
least a share of the OVC's regularseason title. However, MSU returned
the favor last Thursday, downing the
Redhawks 61-57 to earn an all-important first-round home game this week.
That homecourt edge may prove
even more vital this year, considering
that an unusually balanced conference
race produced six teams that finished

S.
the regular-season `within three games -be playing, they will have to find an
or less of eventual champion Tennessee answer for Southeast's dynamic frontTech.
court duo of forwards Dainmon Gonner
Cronin, though, ws happy to get and Reggie Golson. Gonner finished
the extra home
for another rea- the season as the league's leading scorson.
er (20.7 ppg.), while Golson was the
"In any situation, it's much better OVC's third-leading rebounder (8.3
to be playing at home — especially rpg.).
in the conference tournament," he
Both of them had solid, yet unspecexplained. "But, more importantly for tacular.games against Murray-00s
seaus, we needed it because we'd just son.
come off playing three straight on the
Gonner put up a combined 27 points
road. When you've been on the road and 16 rebounds in the two outings.
for that long, the last thing you want but has shot just 9-of-27 from the
floor
to do is put your kids on a bus again." against the Racers. Golson
recorded a
jiegardtess f where the Racers will
MI See RACERS Page 28
,
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4th DISTRICT TOURNAMENT

Eastwood'makes
sweet string music
in Nashville

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
NASHVIILLE, Tenn. —
Eastwood Christian Academy's
boys' basketball season ended
in memorable fashion Monday
night.
Forward Jordan Harrell's
layup with two seconds left
off a pass from guard David
Craig provided the winning
points in a 45-44 defeat of.a
Nashville (Term.)Central Christian ballclub that had beaten
the Warriors 60-54 in Murray
earlier this season.
,
Harrell's bucket, giving him
a game-high 16 points.for the
night, allowed ECA
finish
the year with a solid 27-6
mark.

"We had traded baskets with
them (since around the twominute mar, so when we got
the ball (with ,around 50 seconds left), we decided we
weren't going to try a shot
until we had a really good
look, and we shot with 18 seconds left,"_said ECA coach
Joey Adair, who saw,Craig try
an open 3-pointer that missed.
only to be rebounded by -Harrell, his 10th 'board , of the
night.
"We pulled it out again, and
thought David was going to
get a shot with around two
seconds left. He drove the baseline.. But, like he always does,
he found a way to get the ball

II. See ECA Page 2B

'Breds beat Big
12's Missouri

MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times photo

Jeremi Bumpus picks the pocket of Christian FelloWahl- 's Kyle Forte In the first half -Monday night, when
the Lakers forced the Eagles into 12 turnovers. CallOwal
on easily 74-34 in the first round of the Fourth
District Tournament at Marshall County High School.,

Lakers have little problem with CFS, await 4th District
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
A month ago. Punxsutawney
Phil saw his shadow — predicting six more weeks of
winter.
...The little rodent from Pennsylvania may have been true
to form. But a little farther
west, there has been nothing
but bright, sunshiny days.
Calloway County boys' basketball coach Terry Birdsong
isn't going to let anyone —
even a groundhog — rain on
his Lakers' parade.
The Lakers marched on
through the first round of the
Fourth District Tournament
Monday against Christian Fellowship at Marshall County's
nder Gymnasium.
top-seeded Lakers got
a 3-pointer from Chase Futrell
to start the game that neither
snow, sleet or rain could stop.
Christian Fellowship (1-23)
oouldn't contain an offensive

ReVe

onslaught that saw 11 Lakers mitting just eight of their own.
get in the scoring column in Meanwhile,
alloway outan easy 74-34 ,Victory.
rebounded Cl4ristian
Witft the win, Calloway ship 35-11.
improved to 26-1 on the sea"Anytime kou can get off
son. The Lakers remained to the kind of start we did,
undefeated against state com- it just helps relax everyone."
petition, including region and Birdsong said. "Not just the
district foes. The Lakers are guys that are out there'on the
_19-0 in First Region action floor, but the guys that come
and 7-0 in the Fourth Dis- off the bench, as well, It's
trict.
nice to be able to play everyCalloway used a 20-0 first- body."
half run to build a 30-6 secOne player especially happy
ond-quarter lead and forced to see some court time was
12 first-half turnovers by CFS. senior guard Cody White, who
The Lakers will now Meet the tort his ACL in the same gym
winner of tonight's Murray on Jan. 21.
High vs. Marshall County
White, who entered the
semifinal — which is sched- game in the fourth quarter,
uled for 7:30
in the Fourth saw action for the first time
District championship contest in nine games. He gingerly
at 7:30 p.m. on Thursday at caught a pass on the left wing
Marshall County.
and pulled a 3-pointer that
On Monday.the Lakers used found nothing hut the bottom
an intense interior defense up of the net, bringing the crowd
front to force the Eagles into from both sides to their feet.
20 total turnovers, while comConsider it poetic (ustice

ship

for White, who virtually ended
his senior season at almost
the exact same spot on theflo
o
r
"We couldn't have drew it
up any better!" Birdsong said.
jokingly.
White said it felt good to
get back in the game, ants
he's now ready to plax full
time. The 5-foot-11 senioT was
joking, as well, as.he is ready

•See LAKERS Page 25

Special to tilt Ledger
The Murray Slate Thoroughbreds took advantage of several Missouri miscues and held
off a. late Tiger rally to take
a 6-5 win at Reagan Field
Monday afternoon.
Murray State (4-3) took a
6-0 lead after four innings,
with five of those runs being
unearned behind four (- "Tiger
errors.
Missouri (6-3) rallied late
in the game, trailing 6-5 going
into the ninth inning. But relief
pitcher West Harris struck out
.two of the three batters he
faced in that frame to nail
down the win.
Sophomore left-hander Tyler
Pittman (1-0) worked . six
innings and gave up three 'runs
on two hits, striking out five
and walking four. He also
helped his own cause with a
two-run home run in the third
inning.
Harris earned the save for
MSU, allowing two runs on
four hits, striking out two anil
walking one in the last threl
innings.
The 'Breds got dn the scoreboard first with four unearned
runs in the third inning.
In the fourth, first baseman
Clint Griggs doubled down the
left-field line to score Michal
Perconte and Seth Hudson to
urray State a 6-0 lead.
Mis
got on the scoreboard in the fifth inning when
Greg O'Neill led off .with a,
triple and scored on a groundout to ca the MSU lead to
6-1.
In the sixth, the Tigers struck
for two more runs when James
Boone blasted a run-scoring
triple down the right-field line,
then scored on a wild pitch to
trim ie 'Breds' lead to 6-3.
, Hams ntered the game in and two RBIs, while Pittman
the sev th inning and faced had a home run and two RBIs.
only four batters. But in the
For Missouri, 'Boone went
eighth inning, Missouri's James
2-for-3 with a triple, two runs
Boone. hit an RBI single. Boone
and two RBIs.
later scored on a triple by
On
the
mound,
starter
Eric
Jacob Priday to narrow the gap
Dessau (2-1) took the loss.
to .6-5.
In the top of the ninth inning. allowing six runs (one earned).
Hams struck out Dan Pietrobur- on six hits, striking 'Out three
go, got Gary Arndt to ground and walking °on- in 3-1/3
out, then struck out Trevor innings.
Murray State continues its
Helms ,to end the game.
Payton went 2-for-3 with a eight-game
homestand• on
run batted inv; while Hudson 'Wednesday at 2 p.m.. when
went 2-for-4 with two runs the 'Breds face regional rival
scored. Griggs had a double Southern

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By

Haverstock
Insurance Agency
Van Haverstock

Fisonesenens

neer Asiee
Insurance

Nobody can protect your AUTQ
- any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St. • Murray. KY • 753-3415

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
University Heights 70. Ft Campbell 61
Williamstown 63 Owen Co 49

Monday's Games
Boys:
Allen Co -Scottsville 56. Glasgow 36
Barbourville 62. Knox Central 50
Barren Co 41 Edmonson Co 32
Calloway Co 74 Christian Fellowship
34
Carlisle Co 76. Hickman Co 73
Casey Co 75. Ky School for the Deal
18
Cawood 76 Cumberland 48
Clay Co 64. Jackson Co 46
East Carter 46. West Carter 45
Franklin-Stmpson 72 Todd Co Central
38
e40
Garrard Co 74 Burgin
Harrison Co 64 Nicholas Co 39
Henderson Co 62 Union Co 42
Highlands 71 Dayton 31
Letcher 72 Fleming-Neon 66
Lex Christian 76, East Jessamine 47
Lex Lafayette 74 Lex Tates Creek 68
Livingston Centra1.46, Lyon Co 36
Lloyd Memorial 67, Calvary Christian
38
..one Oak 79, Reidland 57
Lou Atherton 58. Lou Seneca 36
Lou Collegiate 56. Lou St Francis 35
Lou DeSales 68, Evangel.thrishan 42
Lou Doss 65. Lou Valley 57
Lou Waggener 64 Lou Ky Country
Day 49
Mason Co 83. Deming 64
MeadeCo 83 Central Hardin 72
Monroe Co 74 Cumberland Co 50
Montgomery CO 44 George Rogers
Clark 4Z,
Monticello 62. Russell Co 57
tviuhlanberg North 75. Muhlenberg
South 50
North Hardin 76 Ft Knox 52
Ohio Co 83, Mclakin Co 63
Oldham Co 71 North Oldham 63
Paducah Community Chnstian 52.
Ballard Memorial 43
Pike Co Central 72, Belfry 70
Providence 57. Dawson Spiingb 53
Rowan Co 61 Bath Co 48 Russell 65. Greenup Co 47
Ryie 91. Heritage Academy 52
Scott 71 Villa Madonna 57 •
Simon Kenton 63 St Henry 53
South Oldham 85. Carroll Co 66

Murray Ledger & Thnee
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Girls:
Apollo 54, Owensboro Catholic 23
Ballard Memorial 55. Paducah
Community Christian 28
Boyd Co 56, Paul Blazer 41
Breathitt Co 65. June Buchanan 28
Breckenridge Co 66 Frederick Fraize
13
Chnstian Co 87, University Heights 33
Clinton Co 84, Cumberland Co 48
Cov "Holy Cross 54, Ludlow 20
Danville 77, Ky SOODI for the Deaf 23
Franklin-Simpsort 57 Russellville 34
,Fulton Co 45. Fulton City 40
Hancock Co 58, Whitesville Trinity 50
Highlands 54 Dayton 40
Hopkins Co Centr&737- MachsonvilleNorth Hopkins 52, ; •
Lex Christian 66, Lex Sayre 21
Lex Lafayette 42. Lex Paul Dunbar 36
Lou. Iroquois 83. Lou. Southern 30
Lou Ky 'Country-Day 65. Lou
Waggener 36
Magoffin Co 53. Sheldon Clark 37
Marshall Co. 71. Christian Fellowship
25
Mason Co 76. Deming 54
Mercer Co, 71, Harrodsburg 47
Middlesboro 57,'Bell Co. 55
Montgomery Co 35. Geroge Rogers
Clark 19
Muhlenberg North 64. Muhlenberg
South 25 Notre Dame 68. Holmes 44
-•
Ohio Co 76. McLean Co 59
Owensboro 421, Daviess Co 38
Owsley Co 46. Lee Co 35
Paintsville 66, Johnson Central 61
,
1eidland 33
Paducah Tilghman 67.1
Perry Co Central 85. Buckhorn 32
Pike Co Central 62. Phelps 37
Pineville 59. Red Bird 52
Pulaski Co 60. Pulaski Southwestern
15
Ra_celand 51. dreenup Co 48
Rockcastte Co 75. Oneida Baptist 30
Base Hill Christian 60, Lawrence Co
.43
South Floyd 73. Parist 48
Trigg Co 65. Crittenden Co 52
Whitley Co - 59. BarbourvOle 34
Wolfe Co 67 Powell Co 48

•Racers

Kentucky
moves up two
spots to third

Eastwood 45, Nashville 44
15 22 31 45
•

12 25 38 4.4
NCC\
Eastwood Christian Academy: J Harrell
16, Ramsey 13, Burge? 11. D Craig 5
Field Goals 19/48 3-pointers 5/15 (Burgle
3. Ramsey. Craig) Free Throws 214
Rebounds 24 Fouls 12
Nashville Central Christian: Brandon
12 Fraley 10 Monroe 8 Gecowets 6
Mernll 5, Sulfridge 3
Field.Goals 17 3-pointers 4 (Brandon 4)
•
Free Throws 3/6 Fouls 11.

Murray State-vs.
Soutl*rn Illin
Wed., Mare)
2 p.rt
i. ReagcNOield

who originally signed with Mur- breakdowns now."
Tonight's contest is just one
ray State out of high school,
points
four tournament matchups
19
of
for
Racers
torched the
on 7-of-l2 shooting - includ- around the league. In other
ing a 4-of-5 effort from 3- first-round games, No. 1 seed
point range - in the teams' Tennessee Tech is playing host
first meeting. Murray did a to eighth-seeded Eastern Illibetter job, the second time nois, second-seeded Eastern
around, as Willoughby scored Kentucky will battle No. 7 seed
12 points but was just 1-of-5 Tennessee State and No. 4 seed
from behind the arc.
Samford entertains fiftb-seed'The difference was didn't ed Austin Peay.
leave him open in the last
The winners of today's
game," said Cronin. "In the games advance to the OVC's
game here, we just left him., Final Four this weekend at the
wide open. That's just the dif- Gaylord Entertainment Center
ference in our team since- the in Nashville, Tenn.
first time we played them. We're
If Murray wins and Tendoing a better job of making nessee Tech defeats EIU, the
people beat us."
Racers will take on the EKUCronin points to the inserwinner on Friday at
TSU
tion of freshman guard Justin
tely 8 p.m. in one
approxima
Orr and junior center Pearson
matchup. The other
semifinal
Griffith inro the starting linescheduled for 5:30
semifinal,
up as a reason for the Racpit the Tech-EIU
will
p.m.,
ers' improved defense.
the amfordagainst
winner
"They both give us more
Should'the Pansize," he explained. "Size mat- Peay winner.
Eagles,
ters when it comes to defense thers upset the polden
play in
likely
would
Murray
start
to
have
guys
then
because
making shots over you. Those Friday's first semifinal contest.
The championship game,
two guys, as well 'as everyone
getting on the same page, have scheduled to be televised live
made us a better defensive on ESPN2, will be on Saturteam. We're not having as many day at 3 p.m.

L DAN 'Ledger photo
Chase Futrell splits the
defense of CFS Monday
night as he scored two of
his team-high 12 points.
to do something else - win
a district championship.
He's not alone in that company. Running mate and
ior guard Chase Futrell, who
finished with a team-high 12
points, said the opportunity to A .
play in the district championship
game never gets old.
Futrell, a four-year player
and three-year starter, knows
about getting the job done. He
has been pan of a program
that has played in the district
championship game the past
three years.
"I know that I'm going to
be ready." he said. "I just have
to make sure that I have my
teammates focused and ready
for the game, prepare them for
the atmosphere that they are
We
Wake Forest made the same going to be playing in.
back
AP TOP 25
jump to fourth, while Boston have a lot of experience
Men's college
College, which lost at Villano- with' us this year."
basketball pet Nev._ vi last Wednesday, dropped
The mop 25 teem in The AasocaMd
from No. 3 - the highest
Press* mina coleus balteast poi
nil,freapiaat voles I, mentors,
ranking in school history points
WS
27
records through Feb
20 17 18 19-74
to fifth.
OaRoway Co.
based on 25 pores lor•Int-bilsos
vow Trough one dome tor•255,.
Chnstian FeNowship 06 05 06 17-34
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eighth
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Pittsburgh (18-7) lost home 6. Lex Henry Clay -26-2 41, 5
AP
7
-23-4 39
games to West Virginia and 7 South Laurel
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-23-4 22
ference game on Saturday, Connecticut last week to extend 8 Pendleton Co.
-25-1 19
moved up tslio spots to third. its losing streak to three games. 9. Calloway Co.
-21-6 15
10 Lex Catholic

3for No. 1 Mini

Region.Guard Erik Ramsey backed
Harrell with 13 points, while
guard/forward Brandon Burgie,
v4ho had three 3-point baskets
in accounting for'•his 11 -points.Adam Brandon .connected sour
times from beyond the arc for
his 12 points, while • Fraley
scored 10 points.

BROS BASER

From Page 1 B

double-double (15 points, II
reboUnds) in the first meeting, but slipped to Ii points
and six boards in last week's
contest.
Gonner's shooting woes
against the Racers have mirrored the recent struggles of
MSU's leading scorer, Trey
Pearson.
Last Thursday, the sophomore guard was just 2-of-7
from the floor for only seven
points at SEMO. Saturday was
an even worse night for Pearson, who managed only three
shot attempts and went scoreless in a 72-66 Racer win at
Eastern Illinois. •
In two games against the
Redhawks, Pearson' is shooting just 6-of-17 from the field
•
for 16 points.
guys
those
of
"Neither one
(Gonner and Pearson) have had
great games in the two games
we've played," Cronin noted.
."I look for one of those guys
to have a breakout game (Tuesday). I hope it's our guy."
Another key for the Racers
will be shutting down SEMO
guard Terrick Willoughby on the
perimeter.
bomore,
The 6-foot-4

From Page 1B

Et-A

••

From Page 1B

•ECA
to somebody. Jordan had
dropped' down into the paint
after their big,euy (6-9 center
John Fraley) went to David."Harrell's wide-open . score
also capped a fttriots.s fourthquarter comeback for the Warriors. Who entered the final eight
n,unutes down 38-31 to their
Nashville namesakes.
"What we decided td .c16
hers.Awas play this entire game
like we had played the fourth
quarter against them at home.
-That's probably what I'm most
proud of, is that we were able
to do that iagainst a team that
wits 10 or -.11. deep, and their
I I th man was probably as strong
as their third man. This is a
real-deal team. I'd say they
.would do pretty decent with
the teas here in the First

•Lakers .

••

By JIM O'CONNELL
AP Basketball Writer
Illinois was No. I in The
Associated Press college basketball poll Monday, the Illini's 13th straight week on top
and their fifth consecutive poll
as a unanimous choice.
The Illini (28-0) beat Northwestern in their only game last
week. Coupled with a loss by
Michigan State, that was enough
for them to win' their second
straight Big Ten title.
The 13-week run at No. 1
is the longest since Kansas was
011..tosidias-15..straight. poll,`in
1996-97. Five weeks as a unanimous choice of the 72-member national media panel is the
longest such streak since Duke's
five-week run in 2001-02.
North Carolina (24-3) beat
North Carolina State and Maryland last week to remain No.
Kentucky, which beat Alabama in a key Southeastern Con-

Sparks named SEC
player of the week
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)- No. 10 Alabama 78-71 on\ atKentucky guard Patrick Sparks urday, a win that clinched Ke has been named as the South- tucky's 43rd league title.
Twenty of -Sparks' points
eastern Conference's basketball
came in the second half, as
player of the week.
Sparks, a Kentucky rallied from a sevenjunior from point halftime deficit.
Sparks also won the SEC
Central City,
a honor in December, after scormade
career-high ing 25 points and making three
3- free throws with 0.6 second
seven
pointers and left to give Kentucky a 60-58
26 win at Louisville. He is the
scored
to first Kentucky player to receive
points
the the SEC honor twice in one
lead
Wildcats season since Tayshaun Prince
in 2002.
the
past
Sparks

IT'SSNAPPER TIME!
•12 HORSEPOWER
• ELECTRIC START
• 30 INCH DECK

LIffdy Suitor
ihimikrarty num AVM

10
MEN'S COUE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
Mississippi St at Arkansas
ESPN
142- Saint Joseph's at George
ES1,
Washington
•
8 p.m,
ESPN - Indiana at Wisconsin
NBA
6 p.m.
NBA TV - Sacramento at Charlotte

Others receiving votes: Muhlenberg
North 5, Lex. Bryan Station 4, Lou.
DeSsies 4, Henry Co. 3, Cawood 3,
Franldin-Simpson 2, Um Heights 2.
GIRLS
FPV Red TV Pvs
Rank-School
1
(9)27-1 90
1 Lex Catholic
2
2. Lou Sacred Heart -24-4 75
3
3. Lou, Chnstian Aca. -25-4 61
-22-4 ss4 4
4 Rockcastle Co
6
-26-1 55
4. Woodford Co.
5
-25-4 52
6. SCOn CO.
7
-23-5 41
7 Henderson Co.
10
-24-5 15
8, Clinton Co.
9
-22-3 99. Christian Co.
9 Owensboro Apollo -22-3 9

Others receiving votes Mercer CO 7
Elizabethtown 7 Lou Iroquois 5, Lou
Mercy 5. Lou Ballard 4 Harrison Co 3
Clay Co 2
All Associated Press members en
Kentucky are eligible to parbapete in the
high school'basketball pal Those who
voted In this week's poll are The
PREP BASKETBALL
\ Advocate-Messenger. Danville, The
5:50 p.m.
WNBS, 1340 AM - MHS gins vs \ 'Harlan Daily Enterphse, The Gleaner,
Era.
New
Henderson; Kentucky
Calloway County at 4th Dtstnct
Hopkinsville; The Murray Ledger
Tournament
Times; Messenger-inquirer, Owensboro;
7:20 p.m.
The Peduain Sun; The Winchester Sun:
WNBS1240 AM - MHS boys vs
WLXY,
Marshall County at 4th District
Tournament

Locally
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Racers vs SEMO

LEGENDARY QUALITY
1 149900
Regular D-769LO(1 SPRING SPECIAL

rillUIRRAY
SUPPLY COMPANY
Electrical anc ;..-L Inc.
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Tonight,Tues., March I
7:00 pan•
-41.1
al
Speci
Regional
CHAMPIONSHIP
Event
Centrs q
it
to 444.44/
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Vow liOlarrOre.

Serving You Since
1955 With Quality
Products And Service

200-206 E. Main • Murray. KY • 2 0-753-336 I
Hrs: M-F 7- 5 p.m. Sat 7-4 p r,

TICKETS: 762-4895
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CLASSIFIEDS
Nan EN*
Liia Properly
Lob For Sali
Loa For Raw
Farm For Sob
Acreage
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Notorcycliss I MY)
Auto Parts
Sport Laney Yolicin
Used Can
Vans
tame TruCks
Campers
Bona & Wort
Services Ofbred
Frei Column
Totiacipo a, Supplies

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
$7.75 C•oluolsikich,60% Discount 2nd Rua,
40% Disceust3M Run.
1 AS 1 4dis Mn.tR. Worn 6 Do, ,
1 ,o,t
,

53.00 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guidii

puu YouR um,Ad AND a mu.APPEAR 4N
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I INA Xi),
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Over 20 words 530 each
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brovsit
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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.
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CITY OF MURRAY
REQUEST FOR STATEMENT OF QUALIFICNONS
FOR ENGINEERING SERVICES
The City of Murray will accept statements of qualifications from
consulting engineering firms for* environmental, design, construction and other required engineering related to the Murray
Downtown Business Loop. Firms wishing to be Considered
should send a statement of qualifications to the City of Murray,
Attn: Don Elias, 104 N. 5th St, Murray, KY 42071. Proposals
must be received by 2:00 p.m. on Friday, March '18, 2005.
Statements should include a description of the firm's capabilities.
and experience in the field of highway detign, show evidence of
prequalification by the KY Transportation Cabinet, resumes of
individuals to be assigned to the project, a listing of similar projects along witti reference information, a description of the firm's
familiarity with the project area and ability to provide responsive service to the' City of Murray. Firms responding to this
request will be ranked- according to evaluation criteria that can
by requested from the number listed below. The City of Murray
will enter into negotiations with the highest ranked firm to execute an engineering Service agreement. If the parties.are unable
to negotiate a satisfactory agreement, the second ranked firm
will be contacted. Once a firm has been selected, all unsucceiikful
'firms will be pibmptly notified.
•

MURRAY FACTORY CONNECTION
a,ikaetail clothing store currently
operating over 166 stores in 10
states throughout the south has the
following position available:

• Part Time ReliefManager
Candidates that possess an upbeat
outgoing personality, sales experience and ability to.work a flexible
schedule will qualify for:
• 401(k)
• Clothing Allowance,
Please forward your resume to:
HELP #200
701 RAILROAD AVE.
ALBERTVILLE,AL 35951
Email:
Joanna@factory-connection.com.
** Please note resumes received without
be considered: **

CMA/CNA fug time 2 p.m.-10 p.m. Prefer exp.
but will train. need individual who enjoys working with the elderly, pleasant atmosphere, good
working conditions. Apply in person only.

)eroterrace-I

TAKING SEALED BIDS AN SURPLUS VEHICLES
1906 Ford F-600 with utility bed. auto.
1986 Chevy 4x4 Truck. 4 door cab with utility
bed. 4 speed.
1986 Chevy Box Van. auto with A/C.
1984 Chevy 4x4 Box Truck, diesel. auto.
All vehicles sold as is and CCFR has the right
to refuse any and alt bids
Vehicles are located at 101 East Sycamore
Murray, KY 270-753-4112.
Deadline for bids: 3/15/05

Send bids to
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
PO Box 612
Murray. KY 42071
020

020
Notice

March Madness Sale
In the Shops & Malls of
The Hazel, KY Antique District
During the entire month of March. •
Featuring savings up to 60% OFF,
Charlie's Antique

Mall *-Corner Shoppe
Her of Hazel * Horse's Mouth
Memory Lane * Tooter's Antique Mall

State Line Western World * Willow Tree
La Cocina Mexican Restaurant

TANNING
Special:"
Free haircut w/ purchase of 400 minute
pkg. Family Affair Hair
Salon, Lynn Grove,
435-4030

1311
Lag and Found
JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loyed-oTie well
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends, Here.-the
Ledger &

Call 753-1916
060
Hours 41-F 9-5 p.m., 9-12 Sat., Ely Appt nor Hours
Hwy. 641 - 1-1/2 miles S. otAterrey to
Tom Taylor Tri. Right 1500 del.• 753-7728
( HI

I

STEVE VIDNIER
.
10,1tH,

I

\KM l'1(
DIN ORCIR

If

'`%1 I'VOR 1

tR1‘11\ I II( kl I It DI I
1'1. RS1)\ U 1\11 RN

753-1752

Days Inn Now hiring
Apply in person only.
517 S. 12th Street.
Murray.

020

DEPENDABLE servers
and kitchen help wanted•for Cypress Springs
Resort. Call for appt
270-436-5496

MEL

Moe

THEFT
&ENTITY
PROTECTION. Protect
your ID. Can 492-8642

PERSON with shredder would like to shred
your documents for a
small fee. 753-7129

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177-

THE Stied ,Info: 437Just
4283.
Fri:
Breaking Even Band.
Sat: Stanley Walker
Band. Special Guest
Friday , March '4:
Sidewinder Band

4

POSITION ANNOUNCEMENT
Murray-Calloway County Parks and
Recreation
Seasonal Maintenance (20-40-hrsiwk.
$6.00 - $7.00/hr
The Murray-Calloway County Parks is
hiring seasonal maintenance workers to
work 20-40 hours per week." Must be
available to work' weekends and holidays. Pay will depend on expen,epce and
skills. Employee must possess a valid KY
driliers license. Applications are available at the park office at 000 Payne
Street between .8:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Monday-Friday.
060

EXPERIENCED
designer for local
florist Fresh and silk
expenence required.
25-30 hours per week.
Competitive play, driver's license required.
Send resume or letter
of intereat to: P.O. Box
1373, Murray, KY
42071

May Witimi
BILLING and insurance
clerk needed for medical office. Basic math
and
data
entry
required. Must have
excellent communication ability and enjoy
developing new skills.
Typed resumes only to
P.O. Box
1040-K,
Murray, KY 42071.

DRIVERS NEEDED.
COMPETITIVE
HOME
WAGES.
WEEKENDS. BENEFITS. MUST HAVE
CLASS A CDL WITH
MINIMUM 3 YEARS
OTR EXPERIENCE
CLEAN
DRIVING
RECORD. (800)468-

1 1 ,

WANTED:
R.N. needed for D.O.N. at small nursing home in Puryear, TN. Mini comps.,
home like, great staff, good food. Call
Anita at 731-247-3205. EOE

Help WNW

Information 270-492-8646

CUSTOM WEAVE
ON SALE
wit
'744
e

0. ) a

1505 Stadium lien Drive
FOE

Notice

RESPECT and tolerance - it's only common
sense//
So said a group of pilgrims who created a
town//
Another town, the
same name - they
different
played a
game//
And people lost their
lives in the witch-hunt
that went downil
•
Now you must take
your search - and find
the churchll
Within a southern state
with a double downtown

150

Hltie)Tented

the proper help number indicated will not
The City of Murray reserves the right to reject any and all
responses, to waive any technicalities and to negotiate with the
respondent who most nearly meets the project requirements.
The City of Murray in not responsible .or liable for any coats
incurred by consultants replying to this request. The City of
Murray is an equal opportunity employ4r and encourages
-responses from all qualified firms. Any firm wishing to obtain a
full request for qualifications should contact Don Elias of the
City of Murray at 270-762-0350.

060

GOOD phone skills,
commission
plus
bonus. Work at home
226-9600
HAIR stylist, nail technician, ambitious
experienced. Cali 7590146
HELP wanted: days
and nights, mostly
days. Apply in person
at
Quiznos.
1203
Chestnut St, Murray.
LOCAL
insurance
accepting
office
Resumes for Customer
Service/Accounting *1
great phire & computer skate. If you ate a
self stetter with good
work habits, please
resume
to:
send
Human Resource Mgr,
P.O. Box 1394, Murray,
KY 42071. or fax to
270-753-3501 or email
tdmac 1 0hotrnail.corn
No
phone
calls!
Interviews
will
be

scheduled. Pay is
belied on experience.

WE LOVE POSITIVE
ATTITUDES!
S'PORTABLE
SCOREBOARDS has
positions available for
career minded individuals with superior p4ople skills "As a Sales
Associate you will be
working with new and
existing customers primarily by telephone
and Ipternet from our
Murray office.
Combine your upbeat
attitude, exceptional
phone and people skills
with our selling tools for
OPENINGS now and in
a rewarding career in
90 days - Software firm
seeking
Customer/ sales Phone sales
Technical Support rep experience a plus.
We offer excellent pay
w/ great phone & computer skills Health ins., ,with a bonus incentive
18 paid days off/ yr, plan and a competitive
benefit package
retirement plan. Send
Send
resume
to:
resume to gale
powerclaim.cOm
or S'PORTABLE SCOREBOARDS,
ATTN:
Hawkins
ResearchRest? rces,
406 N. 4th St., Murray, kurisan
106 Max Hun Lejv
KY 42071
Murray, KY 42071
OWN a computer? Put
it to workiilip to
$1,500 to $7.500/mo [
rest*,& CMdeurs
PT/FT. 1-888-3143790 24 hr recording.
VOLL sit with elderly
- FREE BOOKLET.
and
housecleaning
wvinv.vrtworldwide.com
753-0331
PAPA John's Pizza in
20
Murray is now acceptComputers
ing applications for a
full time assistant man- COMPAQ Pentium 4
ager. Maximum 40 complete system, barehour, 5 day work week. ly used, 17" panel monMust be availeble days. itor, DVD-CD-RW 'stet
evenings and .week\ ft I II
ends. Restaurant expe'hence helpful. manMOM COMPUTERS
agement experience
A+ Certified Technician
necessary. Applications
On site service
can be picked up at the
759.3556
Murray location on N
12th St.

•

SAFETY
advisors
$2600 month, manager
trainee's .$3000 month
Compannwill train. Call
M-F 9amr.1 pm only! 1800-578-8799

TECHNICAL
Writer/Graphic Artist.
S'PORTABLE
Scoreboards. a Murray.
KY manufacturer of
electronic scoreboards
and message centers,
has an 'immediate
opening for a Technical
Writer/Graphic Artist.
060
Candidate must be
Help Wailed
experienced in writing
illustrated
technical
documents, to include
installation, operation
and support manuals,
product specificatibns
and architectural specifications. Proficiency
Word, Core( AutoCad,
FlexiSigri, and docu
Now accepting
ment, control prckceapplications for a full
dures required. (ntime or part time mandepth knowledge of silk
ager and coks
screen process and a
Apply in person
high degree of comput' at Nick's
er technical literacy
616 N. 12th
also required. The suc
Murray
cessful candidate will
the
work
with
NEED cooks and
Engineering Dept. to
-fountains for days
produce product techand nights. Must be
nical documentation.
able te work weekCandidate will produce
ends. Apply at Sonic, color illustrations to
Drive-In, 217 S. 12th
enhance manuals and
Street. No phone
setup and maintain
cells.
company silk screen
process. Degree preNEED O.
Church
Orgaryst or Pianist to ferred, 3 years miniexperience
mum
play-lane service on
required.
Sundays, holidays and
on
Wednesday S'POR TABLE
offers
Scoreboards
Evenings during the
competitive benefits
seasons of Advent and
Lent. Call 270-753- and wages commensu6712 Monday through' rate with experience.
7.30am- s. Email resume, cover
Thursday
letter, and references
12:30pm

PAINTERS Warned:
Local painting contractor is recruiting experienced
professional
painter!.•Must have at
least .41s experience
Please call (270)7536895 leave message
No welk-in applications
accepted

lobs0scoreboard1 .co

• Need to fax
your ad?
'Our number Is
270-753-1927

Malik Homes For Reel

Ankles
--For Safe

NOW accepting appli•
cation for ready mix
operat
Will train for
COL.
nefits include
401k, profit sharing.
Health & Dental insurance, vacation & holiday pay. Apply in person
at
Federal
Materials
Mayfield
plant, Highway 80
East. No phone calls
please
Now Hiring
Apply in person only.
Holiday"Inn Express
Hwy 541 N Murray

PRINTING- BINDERY
WORKER. Previous
experience helpful, will
train person with good
references.
Printing
Services, 102 N. 4th St.

3 bed. 2 bath trailer
436-5277 night, 4365051 day

20%65' HD televisionsJVC, RCA. Sony &
Toshiba- plasma, LCD,
Mobilo Hama Lots For Rent
DLP, & D-ILA. Also TV
stands, entertainment
LOTS for re* 753
centers,
surround
sound, & more. Come • 9866
by Beasley Antenna &
320
Satellite, 500N. 4M St
Apartments For Rent
Murray, KY and check
out all our selection,
1 OR 2br apts near
,downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo
753-4109
1br.. apartment, furnished and all utilities
paid.
Downtown, no .
pets. $300/Mo. Call
767-9562

NEW Dishwasher
$380.00. 489-6201
Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins

1BR apt available all
appliances furnished
Mur-Cal Realty. 7534444

On the Square
7534711

Ham Finishing@
LIKE .new washer and
gas
dryer.
Pete
Revington set wiTV
cabinet, , sofa table,
ladies' sectary, 2 end
tables
de4k Oak
baby ediyouth bed:
Changi tatrleidreser
apd sofa
3-2204
SOFA, 2 matching
recliners, 1 chair and
ottoman, iewel tones.
$250 for all. Cali 75383349

kiattpos
11,

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 sor all. Cal
Larry at 753-3633
BUYING
aluminum.cans and other aluminum. Key Auto Parts.
753-5562
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
GOods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
PRE 1946 postcards,
photos, coins. jewelry
753-6793.
bike,

WANT to 6uy: Junk Car
and 1Micks`.'Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week
WANTED: riding mowers that need work
436-2867
Articles
For Sale
CLOSE out Wallpape
and wallpaper sup
plies. ciouble roll $5,
boarders $3. Terry's
Decorating, 753-3321,
1306 G S 12th St
.
FREE
Dish Network 4-room
satellite system. Get
the newest technokvy
with
HD & DVR
receivers. America's
Top 60 w/ local networks only $31.99 per
month Call Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
759-0901

1BR, 1 bath W&.0
retngerator, stove &
dishwasher. $325. 1
month free. 759-8780
1BR-4BR apartments.
Ask about move in free
days Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR loft townhome
1 5BA,
appliances
including washer and
dryer, 2 car garage. .
$650 rent plus deposit,
1 year lease, no pets.
293-3904 1401 Diuguid
Dr
$375/mo. Across
from
Murray
Elehientary
Center
753-8096

ANTIQUE oak rolltop
'desk and chair. $575.
767-9037
180
Lir)* Gorden

2BR, 1E3A, C/H/A. has •,a,
carport &
Storage
room. Freshly painted
902. Southwood 7537618'

TROY-BILT Tiller. Calf436-2290 for more info

2BRapts available for
immediate occupancy
Please call 753-821

Want to guy

STATIONARY
adult. 753-6567

jai

4 bedroom house 1 2.
3 apts.. 753-1252 or
753-0606
FIREWOOD foi sale
Will haul' unwanted
items. 527-8368
2-0
Mobile Homes For Sate
2 bed, 2 full bath, 1 ac
and 436-5277 night
436-5051 day
3 BED, 2 BATH DOUBLEWIDE: with fireplace. computer center.
thermal windows & •
much more, call now!'
731-584-9429
'97 American 14x60,
C/H/A. sharp. Will pay
sales tax & put it in
your name for $8,495
437-4465
CLOSEOUT PRICES
ON
REMAINING
2004'S!: Don't miss
these great deals!
Come
to
Clayton
Homes in Camden
today! 731-584:9429
LAND/HOW')PEl'C KAGES ATAILAESLE:
Awesome
financing
option! Call about
yours todayl 731-5849429
SHOWMODEL
Reduction Sale '
Several.Preowned
homes to choose from
Keith Baker Homes.
Pans (731)644-0012
800-533-3568.

Ira:112

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 2 bedroom
apartment all appliances including washer/dryer, deck with outside storage Excellent
Location/ (27017595885 or (270)293-7085
FORREST
View
Apartments 1213 N.
16th St.. now accepting
applications for 1br
starting at $330/month,
2br townhouses. basic
rent $360/ month Call
753-1970_
Leave
Message
LIME Oak Apts.
Nelify Remodeled
18R $29900
2BR $34000„
3BR $425.)
$100 deposit special,
for qualified. applicants.
Office flours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appoint- •
ment
753-8221
NEW 38R,2BA duplex,
$700 per month.
293-5423.
NEW apt, 1 BR $150
deposit.(334)419-6066
•
I205)361-4763,
NEWLY redecorated
2BR, 1 bath. gbppliances
furnished;
C/HIA, 1 year leae + 1
mg. deposit, no pets.
753-2905
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
28F1 From k325
Call Today!
753-11868.
••

INTERNET
Call now-to see how
you can get high speed
Internet
service
through saNeillite for
only $29.99 per month
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 750-0901

2 bedroom. 2 bath near
Springs
Cypress
Resort $225 rrio dap
436-2096
2BR, $275 753-6012

NEW Gas Clothes
Dryer, never hooked
up 489-2913 or 2278303- Call after 4 30
P.m

1750 Lowes Drive Murray.'KY 42971
J. 2. & 3 bedrnorat4 available
.
• Free Cahic ,Diwoumed interne & phone rates with E-Tell'
•Washer/Dryer Provided • Lyle spacious units '
• Fully equipped electric kitchen itafindes Range..
Refrigerator. Dishwasher/Disposal 1.
• Carpet/Ceramic The throughout
" • Central Heat/Air • OULU& C001111r • bergy Efficient

SHAW. laminate, 15
year warranty-Textured
-2 onion with 3 ul 1
',quality pad 31.99 sq.
• ft. Tony's fecorating,
1306 G S. 12th St 753.
3321

Opening Soon! Newly Constructed!

TANGLEWOOD.APARTMENTS

Affordable rents -Some restrictions
Call Joy for details... 270.742.1044
Try.800-648-6056 •-•
•‘"i
"

k

•
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NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Murtal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD *1-800-648-6056

195 acres pins TVA a
Wildcat Campground
county water & power.
good hardwood and
pine timber, exc Punting (270)871-2834 or
(270)748-2808

r- 7-1
gilissFerSsle
yenta
with
2BR
duplex behind Grea
investment_ $65.000
270-753-4109. 270
•
227-1545

*Cell: 270-210-06E15
Home: 270-527-5982

2001 Silvered° LS
5.3L V8. regtab, SWB
51.000 mi. like new
condition, ext warranty. $13,800_ Call 48961'02 after 4PM.

1

Le'lger & Ives
270-753-1916

Mirray

-Fertilization
•Trimming
•Parkingjot sw
*Bedding'Aplants.
435-4431

804 Coldwater Rd at 5
Points. 1.200 sq ft.,
bathroom, . parking.
753-4153, 293-6253
COMMERCIAL property, approx. 1,500 sq. ft.
500 N. 4th St.. Murray
of
window
Plenty
space, high'traffic area.
Monthly or yearly lease
available. For more
information call 7590901 or come by
Beasley Antenna
Satellite
380
Pots & Supplies
AKC Labs. black and
chocolate. 1st shots
and wormed, $150.
4_,(1:3-5791
Obedience.
Master Trainer
436-2858
ming
PEG'S Dog G
M-F 753-291
SHIH-TZU S&W paper
trained. 731-352-0037
731-642-5151

.k-lOPKINSVILLE weekend real estate class
begins March 3 at
Holiday Inn meeting
room Payment plan
Call .270-223-0789
deloiseacia ms0yahoo
corn
TWO story brick apartment building with 5
tved-81-3 units Excellent
income -producer
Sf25.000. 270-753
4q09, 270-227-1545

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning •
"since 1971%.
*Carpets •Upbolstery
*Emergency Water
Removal .9uick*
Drying
Free Estimates
'Got Dirt?"
753-5827

1403 Cardinal
Thursday March 3rd
5:00 P.M.
Paschall Real Estate
767-9223
Lakeview
model. Great view from
balcony or MBA, 2BR.
2BA,-.3rd floor w/ elevator. Furnished w/ everything good. Call for
more info or brochure.
1-0 minutes t@ Mtu.
Private party. 270-1590394. $129.500

ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions.
porches, decks, sun
rooms, roofing, vinyl
siding, mobile home
repair, sagging floors,
termite & water , damLarry . eNimmo
age
Of
(270)753-9372
(270)753-0353,

COUNTRY living but
close to town. Cedar
siding two bdr 1 bath in
Qakwood Terrace. Call
492after 5 OOPM
8313

BACKHOE & •
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
system, gravel,
• white rock
436-2113
work & Track

CONDO,

2000 Dodge Durango
SLT 44. leather, CD,
3rd seat, rear air. 79K
mite;, good condition,
asking $11.000. Call
753-1606
1998 Tahoe. loaded,
753-4424
$8.900.
days. 753-3632 nights
Used Cars
SAVE $50.000. Luxury
safe, speed, style
BMW 7401 for only
55.950. '93 model in
good condition 7670062
2002 Dodge Neon SE,
condition.
excellent
12,000 miles, E7.200
731-6.44-3943
Taurus
2000 Ford
Wagon, 80,000 mile*,
one owner, $60000130 270-436-2279
•

•

/V

Its a
•

Alb.

Water Damaged Rom
Braces & Fi0Of Joists
ReirTdelng & Plurreng
David Gallirnore Owner
Will Do Insurance Work
Visa & MasterCard Accepted

731-247-5422

Hudson
LAYTON
hauling & baclthoe
753-4545, 492162et

L&J :,V,•perty Services
mainte-HOusehold
WALTERS
nance
CONTRACTING
-Yard cleanups & tree
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyi
removal
A
Siding, Addition, and
-Painting/Staining
Remodeling. Quality
-Etc
Work. Over 30 Years
Please call
Gerald
Landon (270)978-1194, Experience,
Jeremy (270)832-1446 AValters. 753-2592.

270153-2442

•

RESICO PA

-

RYAN FLOTA

11101115811. Mee

Free Column
Free to good home.
Lawn
YARD-TECH
CatahoulaiLab,
trimCare Mowing,
11-months, houseming, seeding, fentlifbroke, crate trained;
ing, aerating, mulching7
basic/obedience,
edging, spraying, land-'
run
scarring, etc. Phone: needs room to.
(812)457-0143
270-437-4407, Cell.
FREE piano. Cali after
270-210-6268
6PM, 270-759-2538

Contractori;- LLC.

Free Pallets

Residential
Commercial repaIrs
remodels. add!
Replacement wi dowS.vinyl siding,
Insurance claims"-welcome. 270-227-211
270-436-5764

Loading Dock of

Murray Ledger & Times

First Come
First Serve
Please
f,o Phone Calls

Father pleads for return of ml ing Fla. girl
both
Archie .Lunsford,
school.
at measure
Police'passed FBI
were joined changts i oice stress levels as
by 540 vol-. a wr&vifying whether a
unteers who perbn is telling the truth.
Mark Lunsford, Dawsy
braved fog,
rienTtact-::-Added, also-passed atrilli polyand graph test."None of his answers
rain
even a tor- to questions set any alarms off."
Time has proven to be the
nado watch
Lunsford
scopr - greatest enemy in missing chilto
thick forests then cases. Statistics blow that
five-mile 44 percent of children are found
in4a
and marshlands
circle around the girl's house. • slain within an hour of being
But late Monday afternoon, discovered missing, with the
Citrus County Sheriff Jeff figure jumping to 74 percent
Dawsy told reporters he has sus- within three hours and 99.per:pended the full-scale search, and cent within seven days, said Al
he expressed frustration that it Danna -crimes against children'
uncovered little evidence. He program coordinator for the
said nothing suspicious was Florida Department of 'Law
., . ---..- •
' •ii.c.amimule&-...4iforceimeaL
coaiimmtain-atist
fag
with
speaking
Before
, -at Luns.forci and his father.

Horoscopes

BUILDING or remodeling? Go to
www CAMBRIAUSA co

CARPORTS Starting
at $675. installed Roy
Hill (270)436-2113
Cut Lawn
CLEAN
Care Lawns mowed
free estimates 2931924
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for
293-5438
DOZER WORK
INSTALL & REPAIR
SEPT1C SYSTEMS &
GRAVEL HAULING.
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-7539503
A FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood Insured 4892839
Rubbish
JUNK/
Removal,Spnng cleaning, clean out attics,
garages, yard waste,
etcft42701489-2583

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day -You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive: 3-Average; 2-So-so;
I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-Apr14 19)
**** What could have been
complicated yesterday proves to

lbal
MOrtgage
I • 1,

allotments, or you could put
yourself into a tizzy. Concentrate
on one task at a time in the p.m.
Tonight: Get some exercise
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
er*****. You might be
whelmed by all the news that
drops on you. Enjoy the creativity tqat surges forth. Sort through
everything you hear. Your imegi•

For 5 Years
In A Row Zero Down
RHS lo.iiis
YOU SHOW US;
•Aversge credit (not perfect)
•Steaidy income history

WE SHOW
•100q- loan, no money down

NI
NI

• MI • 41111
•
V/ • lib
• SIB
III1 " saam-se•

Hwy. 45 N
Mayfield

make you happy. then follow
through.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*a* Move quickly on a key

issue. A Teeting proves to be
VIRGQ (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Clear the air in the morn- more successful in the a.m. This
ing with a parjrver or important afternoon, you Might want to
friend. Both of you will feel better. mull over some ideas. Use care
Get as much done as you can with_a new person who might not
from home rather than race .be what he (Jr she 'portrays.
around. A purchase or new item Tonight: Schedule sorl-rie personto make your life more pleasant
is perfect. Tonight: Enjoy your
home.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) •
**-** Sometimes you might be
overwhelmed by a boss's or
associate's knowledge about
money. Don't be taken aback;
rather, ask for information.
Communication flourishes in the
p.m. Run errands and make calls
then. Tonight: Visit with fhends.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** In the morning, you are

al time.

AQUARIUS (4an. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Handle your responsibilfties, especially those impacting
your finances, first thing in the
morning. Touch base with a
boss, older relative or friend.
Somehow, by the afternoon, you
become very distracted, though
certainty content. Tonight: Join a
friend or two.

PISCES'(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Your opinions are val-

ued. Someone at a l!fittance
calls or seeks you out. Beecareful
in top form. Use this perpd for
with information. Double-check
important activities. Take your
your facts. By the afternoon, you :•
time with money matters in the
are tossed into a' leadership
afternoon. You, as well as othposition. Take charge gracefully.
ers, will tend toward extravagance. Tonight: Buy something' Tonight: Alorce wherever you
are.
for yourself.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** Handle a personal or
domestic matter in the morning.
By the afternoon, all eyes turn to
you. Can, messages and generyou.
surround
activity
al
Distraction could easily mix in
Others find you to be magnetic.
Tonight: Decide what wobld

BORN TODAY
Wolfe (1931),
AuthOr Tom
actress Katherine Crawford
(1944), singer Jon Bon Jovi
(1962)

Jacqueline . Bigar is' on the
Internet at http:/hvww.jacguelinebigar.cbm.

The Ultimate In Storage
and Design Flexibility

MURRAY
APPLIANCE
'We Service All &ands'

212 East Main St. • 753-1586

View Our
Entire Inventory at
www.

bennettmotorsinc
.com

*Flexible. forgiving program
*Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

(270) 753-7407
111 N. 12"' St.
VI/ Suite
B• Murray

nation will fill in the jelonks. You
easily could go ovetiooard, and
you might not care in ttkeleast.
Tonight: Midweek fun.

GE Refrigerator

111111
www.globalmtglink.com

rtlorters, Lunsford placed a
purple sign in his yard with the
words "Bring Jessica Home"
written over the image of a yellow ribbon.
"We all need to pray together. just as much as-yeu•-ealk
tearful
the
everybody,"
Lunsford said, adding he's still
convinced his daughter di ot•
leave home voluntarily.-"Slie just didn't ko with
strangers;" Lunsford said.
Dawsy has said a door at the
home was unlocked and one of
Jessie's dolls-which Lunsford
described as a stuffed purple
dolphin --was' gone from the
hodse she shared with her father
and his parents,'
:
The.sheriff said the girLs dis- 7
-appr.auatacia,..isk Vol 4,
7
abduction.

Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for be a piece of cake today -- finally! You wake s with a new perWednesday,-March 2, 2005:
A
Use your intellectual abilities to' spective that • k• results.
you
help
suggestio
•
partner's
enhance, Your opportunities. .•
zero in on importa qounation,,
Detach when you feel eniotion- Tonight: Surf the vet.'Talk to an
ally. challenged or about to go expert.
overboard,.which you can and ,TAURUS (April(20-May 20)
will.do easily. Others find you to '**Wok* Where you had to
be attractive and desirable. wade through a lot of confusion'
Often, your charisma wills and misinformation, today you
achieve results without much tackle basics and find answers.
effort. Be mire of what you.want A key associate makes all the
plan your
so you don't compromise who di4ference in how you
time. Yes, you will want special
you are. Travel, educati6n time with this person. Tonight:
and/or a foreigner could play Being a dub is more tun than flysubstantial roles in your mental ing solo.
outlook. Your work nefits, as GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
often you will be tsed into a **** Though you might have
leadership position. You will the . best intentions, you easily
naturally excel. If you are single. could get waylaid. Don't make a
the issue will- not be meeting big deal about constantly changsomeone special,. but rather ing plans. Look at all the fun and
be headmaking strong choices for your opportunities that could Toinight:
direction.
your
in
ing
long-term desires. If you are Pick through your invitations.
attached, the two of you have CANCER (June 21-July 22)
more fun'together Man in previ- .*** Your naughty imagination
ous years. Your spunk keeps could cause a major detour this
coming through. SAGITTAR- morning. Expect to put in extra
IUS pushes you into the lime- hours in order to compensate.
Be more sensitive to your time
light.

hoe
87 Harley low ride
Anniversary
10th
Special Edition, very
nice, 58,000 270-3822275 or 270-748-5307
•

David's Home
Improvement

•

ping
table

OPEN HOUSE

,

Sonless Mired

HOMOSASSA, Fla.(AP)-With the full-scale search for a
missing 9-year-old girl suspended after five fruitless days, her
father made a desperate plea
Monday for anyone who knows
")Hier whereabouts to "please
•
bring her home."
"Jqkclibp-ifei• off. I'll come
get ter Mark Limsford Saidos tears filled his fatigued ,eyes.
know whoever has got Jessie.
they havelo have a heart.".;
Asked if he had a message
for his daughter. he said, "Pray
well get you home."
Jessie hasn't been seen since
her grandmother tucked her into
bed Wednesday night; the father
discovered she was missing
early Thursday. with all her
D.G. Landscaping &
shoes still iti het cicst and her
Nursery 7884 94W
clothes still neatly Iai out for
'Mulching

Call us we will be
glad to help.

JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
•Por all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
-Interior & Exterior
.Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
*No job too small
*Free estimates
754-8858.

Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916

2000 Silvered°, reg
cab. V8. auto, $7,200
492-6222

LANievapr Dept;destallsase wig llsisimace
Cheaper dim Or aorta* ale w graNtyl
Free Estimates
Jamie Wadi
Fteterrnee. A•ailable
1270/436-6255
II) Yea. L•penence
murray, KY

KENTUCKY LAKEMOVING CO. '

.
Need help
Promoting your Business?

Used bucks

WADE FARMS

For Free Estimate
Call (270)489-2472
After 5 p.m.
Cell (270)293-2494
7 to 5 p.m.

Benton, KY
Call Andy Sherman \
1994 Ford Aerostar,
Mini van. runs & dives
$1.695.
excellent
(270)748-5382,

PROFESSIONAL LANDSCAPING

VINYL SIDING 8.
CUSTOM REMODELING

SHERMAN TRUCKING

36R. -IBA 306S 15th,a.
no pets, $475/rno 759- 3BR. 2.5BA, vaulted '98 Toyota Tacoma
ceiling,"--:‹great room,
4826 leave -message
pickup, perfect condifireplace. . privacy
360
deck, tion. $5.500 OBO 43b•
fence. patio
2388
interior
Stomas Rentals
4
immaculate
$120,000 404sCamelot" 1984 GMC Longbed
Pick-up with contractor
Dr 436-2994
50X20 block storage
topper Straight shift
building. Electricity, no
CANTERBURY. 4BR. with 69,337 actual
water. Located behind
by
Home
miles. Onginal paint in
,Beasley Antenna & 2 SBA
Fenced back- good condition. $3,000
Satellite. $150 monthly. owner
yard, $159.000 1523 753-2293.
759-0901
Beckett Dr 759-2158
A&F Warehousing
Bomb &Motors
4BR. 2BA 2.000 sq.ft.
Near MSU $20-50
manufactured
2002
753-7668
V-Bottom
14-FOOT
home on 5.5 acres.
ishing boat. 15-HP
MURRAY Store and, fences for horses. 11
$1.100.
Evinrude,
Lock presently has miles north et ,Murray
270)354-9723
units available. 753- $65.000 437-4081
2905 or.753-7536:
530
Services Offered
808 Olive St Charming
PREMIER MINISTOR- 38R. 2BA, 10 ft. ceil436-2867. Joe Lamb's
ings. hardwood floors,
AGE *Inside climate
Mower Repair. Tune-up
2 fireplaceS7-In-ground
control storage
car
2
Work guaran-,
cabana,
specials.
pool.
•Secunty alamied
teed, free pick-up/delivgarage. Move in condi*Safe & clean
,
ery.
tion. $134,000. 753•We sell boxes!
6248
436-5141 AFFORD•We rent U-Hauls.
ABLE HaIig Clean
753-9600. BRICK 3BR. 28A. Out garages. gutters,
1.700 sq. ft. 1 acre lot. junk & tree work
Wonderful 'neighbor492-868/5 ROOF,
hood near Southwest
REPAIRS. New
2 car garage $150.000
Roofs, all types. 29
153-4231
COMMERICAL proper
years experience Call
ty 152:x228'. has stree
VERY nice 3BR. 2BA Carters .
frontage on all fou
remodeled
brick.
AFFORDABLE
A-1
sides. approx 100'x30
throughout. Hardwood HAULING all 'emu,
brick & vinyl bldg.
and tile floors. Beautiful clean-up, gutters, tree
newly .paved parking
new kitchen. Has extra work 436-2867
lot, 50'x20' block bldg
lot. 503 Broad St. A-1 Stump Removal
located at rear. For
$89,500. Call 759-4265 437-3044
more 'information call
877-726-4977

7,100 Square feet on
approximately 3 acres.
Office space, 2 bathrooms. equipped with
gas heat, air hookup.
steel hoist beam, great
lighting. excellent location The building is
divided and can -be
leased by section call
:2905 or 293-8595
753

McGrews

NEED ROCK?

Order your D.G.A. (driveway rock) today
and save. Rip rap and all other limestone
products also as ailable. Can spreati
tractor for an additional charge.

Weep

225 Acres. Approx 170
acres tillable. located
VERY NICE 2 bedroom • approx 6-mi north of
2 bath duplex wri car- 121 on 783 (airport rd)
1402 Crystal ;Call 293-1520 (day)
port
Brook Ln 759-5477
753-0066 (Nights.)
VERY roomy. 2br,
2 bath, garage, C/N/A.
All appliances 1 year
lease. 1 month deposit,
no pets 753-2905

LS
Camry
1998
50,000+ miles $5.500,
753-0980
1988 Chevy Nova, 4
door, black with gray
interior, good oandition,
very economical. $950
270-924-4174

1-800-363-4720

Murray Ledger & ?Imes

COMICS/FUTURES

SarcOidosis and LuiRis
are not related

Tuesday, March 1, MOS •O.

Opeping door to strangers' LooldogBack
can *invite trouble inside
10 years ago

DEAR ABBY: You printed
DEAR DR. GOTT: Please
DEAR DR. GOT1': Please
a letter from "Better Safe Than
explain the difference betw
devote a icolumn to Parkin- .Sorry," a /brnan who was
sarcoirlosis and lupus,
disease. I'm a 77-ye
irluctant to open her door to
as the symptoms of
h.
old
e in good health. Sevsolicitors.
r husband insistDEAR eral mo s ago I developed
ed that if she
READER: an interrn tent; tremor .in my
didn't open
Sarcoido h left hand at intensifies when
the door and
a disease of I'm under stress. My 4nctor
:respond
unknown indicate
is might be
kinface-to-face.
cause,
is son'y t isn't too. co erned.
was
she
marked by
DEAliti READER: arkinbeing rude.
low-grade son's disease, a _common 'neuYou advised
areas •
of rological disorder that leads to
that no rule
in
shaking at rest, a- shuffling
of etiquette
in gait, an immobile face and
Dr.Gott
Dear
Abby demands a
many of the. other symptoms, is caused by
person open
body's a depletifin of a brain chemil
By
the door to
By Abigail
Dr. Peter Gott organs, "cal called dopamine. The reaa stranger,
Van Buren
chiefly the son for this is not known.
and the way
lungs, lymph glands and liver.
Parkinson's disease is usuto avoid "buying" anything is
Symptoms'may. be absent or ally progressive. In the early
to not listen to the pitch in
minimal. Swollen glands are stages, no treatment is necesthe first place.
common an4 a rash may be sary, but as the tremor and
• I'd like to share what a
present, but.the disorder is other manifestations become. police officer told us at our
-often diagnosed by accident more prominent, drug therapy
community watch meeting. He
during routine chest X-ray (with Sinemet or other medisaid that burglars often knock
examinations. The diagnosis is cines) is advisable. The diagon doors to see if anyone is
confirmed by _biopsy. Treat- nosis--is-'made by the patient's
home.,.The way . to handle a
ment is rarely required. "clinical appearance" (how he
stranger at dip door is to say
In contrast, lupus is a poten- or she looks, talks and walks). loudly, "Honey, I'll get it,"
tially fatal autoimmune dis- Patients with Parkinson's disthen ask through the door,"Who
ease. It causes rash, pleurisy, ease should, inillnay opinion, is it?" Even if no one is with
swollen glands, arthritis and be under the care of neuroloyou,. it gives the impression
kidney damage. It is diagnosed gists.
that you're not alone and- vulby blood tests. Steroid thera-• You may he this disease
nerable. -- HELPFUL ADVICE
py may be required to pre- — or you could hive anothFROM PLANO, TEXAS
vent renal failure.
er condition, such as benign
• DEAR HELPFUL: Thank
Experts consider the two familial tremor, an inherited
you. I heard from many read• disorders to be unrelated. ,
shakiness that is not a hazard
ers who aiio pointed out that
•
To give you related infor- to health. Therefore, I suggest
a stranger at the door could
mation, I am sending you a that you ask your doctor to
be a criminal "casing the joint,"
copy of my Health Report refer you to a neurologist, who
or a prelude to a home inva"Lupus: The Great Imitator." — after examining you — will
sion and _.ar.ault.
Other readers who Would like confirm (or reject _the diagDE/CR AIRBY: While attenda copy should send a long, nosis a -advi you whether
ing school at the University
self-addressed, stamped enve- treatment
ssary at this of California, in San Diego in
lope and $2 to Newsletter, P.O. stage:
the late '80s. I was working
Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092.
on a report at, the home of a
Be sure to mention the tialis.
Copyright 2005, Newspa- classmate. One of his roomDEAR DR. GOTT:
per Enterprise Assn.
mates answered the door to a
true that eating bread will cure
couple of solicitors for so-called
arthritis?
• If readers would like to
cheap magazine. subscriptions.
DEAR READER: Not to contact Dr. Gott, they may
Once the door was opened,
my'knowledge.
write him through your news- .; the "salesmen" pulled out
. Arthritis can be caused by paper or send their mil
weapons,tied us up, and robbed
inflammation or age-related directly to Dr. Gott do Unitus of money and valuables.
wearing down of the joints; both ed Media, 200 Madison Ave., Dangerous? I'll say. I had a
conditions are best treated with' 4th II., New York, NY 10016. shotgun pointed at the back
appropriate medication.
of my bead.
JOHN M.,
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Murray Tigers lost to FarmPublished is a picture of ington Wildcats. High team
NEWPORT BEACH, CALIF,
James Barrett of Murray Elec- scorers were James Wells for
DEAR JOHN M.: It could tric System clearing the debris Lakers and Lindsey Hudspeth
'Save been worse. Read on
• from cut trees as part of widen- for Tigers.
DEAR ABBY: When I was ing of Chestnut Street. The
Births reported isclude
12, a neighbor who lived only trees are being cut in prepa- ...isEtx to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
two doors down was severely
ration of moving utilities, Edlen, Feb. 7: a girl to Mr.
beaten and raped after she scheduled to be completed by and Mrs. arl.R. Rent. Feb.
"politely" opened her door to May 31. The photo was by 18; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
a stranger. She was lucky the Staff Photographer Bernard Danny Owens, Feb. 19.
man didn't kill her.
Kane.
40 years ago
I used tri have a "No Solic-`
In the Fourth District Hie;
Approximately 300 persons
iting" sign on my door, but I School .Basketball Tournament attended the dedication servcontinued to be bothered so I • Calloway Lady Lakers lost to ice and open house at the new
changed it. Now I have one
Marshall Marshals and Cal- Murray Lutheran Church on
that reads, "Don't sell inc any- loway Lakers won Mac Mur- Feb. 28. The Rev. Stephen G.
thing, give me anything, leave ray Tigers. High team scorers Masack Jr. is serving as the
Me anything or offer me any- were Stephanie Holland and first pastor.
thing. If you don't know me Brad Cleaver for Lakers,
Janis Johnson, Bill Adams,
Brigette Howard for Marshals Paula
Allbritten,
or my family, don't knock on
Beverly.
my door and bother us!" -- and Stephen Crouch for,Tigers.,, Goode, Benjie Humphrey,Carol
20 years ago
Rolfe and Steve Trevathan were
ANNA IN BAKERSFIELD
Petitions for an April 23 Wet- named as superlatives of the
DEAR ANNA: I'd say
you've covered all your bases. Dry. Election have been found Murray High School Senior
DEAR ABBY: It's a dif- to contain sufficient signatures Class of 1965.
Murray State College Racferent world today. Caution is and have been sent to Calneeded even with children. One loway County Judge Execu- ers, coached by Cal Luther.
won 103-91 over Western Hillweek after I moved into my tive George Weaks.
Airman..13411I Ligon of Mur- toppers in a basketball game.
new house, the doorbell rang.
Two ,boys who appeared to be ray has been assigned to Namcia was high scorer for
about 8 and 10 were on my Chanute Air Force Base, Illi- Murray.
Jane Vaughn and William
porch asking to use our bath- nois.
Publishçdere a feature story B. Henry were married Feb.
room. Something about them
hit me wrong so I told them and picq,ijeof Wayne Bates, 20 in Louisiana. Mo.
pottery artist Both the story
50 years ago
no, they should go home.
/Tic. Billy R. Stewart of CalA week later, I read in the And picture w e by Staff Writer
newspaper that a woman let and Phot rapher Charles loway County is one of nearly 5,000 soldiers specially
two boys- in to use her bath- Honey.
Births
reported
include
a
selected
to observe the 1955
room. They came out with ai
lady to Tammy ahd Terry Estes...4tomic tests in Nevada. He is
gun drawn and robbed he
and a girl to Angela and Lqter stationed at Fort Huachua, Ariz.
I
Thankfully, they didn't
State Supt. of Public Instrucbut to my knowledge theiwere Enochs, Feb. 22; a girl to erri and Terry Paschall, Feb?23. tion Wendell P. Butler will
never caught. Adults aren't
30 years ago• speak at a special meeting of
always the danger. -- EYES
Final enrollment figures for • the First District Education
WIDE OPEN IN MISSOURI
the spring semester at Murray Assiaciation -at Murray State
DEAR
EYES
)tIDE State University
show an all- College March 4.
OPEN: I'm sad to
that's time high head count
Hazel Lions lost to Benton
of 7,355,
true.
surpassing by sia the previous Indians. in The opening game
record of 7,349 Iasi fall, accord- of the Fourth District High
Dear
written by ing to Wilson Gantt, dean of School Basketball Tournament.
Abigail
uren, also admissions and registrar.
High scorers were Jimmy
known as Jeittine Phillips,
In high School basketball Cochran for Lions and Stecland was traftidtaglylkr moth- games, Calloway Lakers won man Baker for Indians.
er, Pauline Phillips.
over Reidland Greyhounds and

Todavinlilsterv

ContractBridge
Abnormal Procedure
North dealer.
East-West vulnerable ,
NORTH
•7 2
417 5
•AK 10 6 5 2
•A K 3
WEST
EAST
•A .16 5 3,
•1094
1lK 1042
11.1 9 8
•4
•.1 8 7 3
461 95
*Q 6 2
•
SOUTH
•KQ8
A Q 63
‘.
4Q 9
•10 8 7 4
The Wing
5% eat
North
nth
East
1•
I V
Pass
Pass
2•
Pass
3 NT
five of spades
ipperHng lead
Bridge is essentially a game of
logic. Thellfshre keenly a player reasons, the better he will do. General
rules can be memorized and are certainly helpful, but they are easy to
misapply unless the reasons behind
them are understood. .
Take this deal where it is easy to
go wrong. South wins the spade lead
with the king and obviously must
attack diamonds, his most promising
suit.7But when he makes the normal
play of the queen and another do-

mond. West shows out. and South is
in deep trouble. He can now do no
better than continue the suit. After
East takes the jack and returns a
spade, the defenders collent,f.„
spade ticks, and South Ii
sadder, if not wiser, man.
.
Correct play produces 10 tricks.
In the given circumstances. declarer
should not automatically' attack diamonds in the usual fashion, but
should first consider the possibility
of a 4-1 division and try. to protect
against it.
To that end, South should lead a
Club 'to the king.at trick two and
&turn a low diamond, planning to
finesse the nine. He does not mind if
the nine loses to the jack. because
with West on lead, the queen of
spades is impervious to attack, and
no other return by West cdn do\him
any harm.
As it happens.-the nine wins, and
South coasts hbme with at least 10
tricks. But note that even if the
finesse loses to the jack, he -is still
sure of nine tricks -- five diamonds,
two clubs, a spade and a heart --whatever West returns
To start the diamonds by cashing
the queen is a bow to normal procedure that is not justified in the present case. The safety play in diamonds
is needed to virtually assure a favorable outcome.

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. March
1, the 60th day of 2005. There
are 305 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History.:..
On March 1..1945, President Roosevelt, back from the
Yaluf
ierenvottia4
r s
tte
addressed a joinf :SANWA.
Congress.
On thig date:
In 1864. Rebecca Let:aL.1;
became the first black womai.1 .•'
ft
to receive an American medical degree. from the New..
England Female Medical Col- :.
lege in Boston.
In
1932. 20-month-old
Charles A. Lindbergh Jr., the
son of Charles and Anne Lindbergh, was kidnapped from the
family home near Hopewell.
N.J. (Remains identified as
those of the child werelound
the following May.)I •
, In 1954, Puerto Rican
nationalists opened fire from
the gallery of the U.S. House
of Representatives, wounding
five congressmen.
In 1961. President Kennedy
established the Peace- Corps.
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50 1 5UPPO5E YOU
RAVE TO A51(YOOR5EL
'WHICH WOULD I RATHER
RAVE liAMEN..MY 61TE
GET CAUGHT IN A
TREE OR RUN OVER
BY A TRUCK?"
•.11.

•-,
1 41,

1 Apple leftover
5 Go headlong
9 Whey-faced
12 Mountains or
river
1.3 Yachting
14 Pizarro's quest
15 Sandbags.
maybe
17 Saying
19 Eat
21 Lnen vestments
22 Sicily's (trucker
21 Deja —
25 Dilapidated
26 Cake allamilke
27 Huge animals
29 Stier, in the lab
31 MS polishers
32 Ogden's st.
33 Contented sigh
34 Web adds
35 mrt grad, maybe
36 Reduces speed
38 Fr holy women
39 Conger
40 NetroW shoe

SIM

41 Weld
42 Vote
44 Notebook
46 Can stand
48 Prance
51 NYC dwelling
52 Nelertre's god
54 Desiccated
55 Mao — -tong
5,6 Cleopatra's
wooer
57 Mouse catcher
DOWN
1 — -de-sac
2 Bauxite or
3
4 Ms. Vertugo
5 Pharaoh's god
8 Depletes
(2 wds.)
7Equirtmtrno.
8 Yea n Yob:rims
9 Earth
10 Burnoose
wearer

Answer to Previout Puzzle

mom mom ono
IMMO REIMEI UMW
0000 OMUO wi
NOODMIA MEMO
MEIP EIMM
OMUMM MEI MOO
WM
MOO
El I P
MEM DO UNCIMEI
EIUM MEM
UMM WONOWN
moo nom ono@
Eno moo [nom
ono 1100E3 BOUM

I

b

,a

47NIOCt"
I a subscription to the '
clitiout
LEDGFATIMES

1

3-1 02006 united Feature Syndicate Inc
11 — de plume
16 Such as,
bnetty
10-Nekdown

noneas..,„,
20 Musical about

EMMA MIEN Mal
MEMO ME= MEM
IMMIOMMEM
IMMOMMM Maall
di= MN MEM
ASO MOM= AM
Mill AM di MM
AM Mild= MOM
• ANN ME MIMI
MAIM AMMO
MINIMMMO MEM
MOM MOW MIME
A= MUM MIMI

Peron
22 Rapier
23 Ebb or flood
25 Gasps
of delight
27 Toss
28 Song
of triumph
29 Poetry and
painting
30 Unbounded
Joy
34 Coup leader
36 Legible'item
37 Cinaly roll
39 Plasse greally
41 %rad
42
Map
43 Excuse me'
44 Phi — Kaptu
45 1900.10 tivy
47 Sandwich
choice
49 Memorable
time
50 Good namk•
tor short
53 Raleigh's at.
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MSU Symphonic Wind
Ensemble raising funds for
Carnegie Hall performance
The Murray State.l mersity
Symphonk Wind Ensemble will
perform in Nev York City's
Carnegie Hall on March 29 at 8
p.m, in confuncriiin with the
NeW York Wind Band Festival.
The event is sponsored by.
World Projects International

organization gfoup and extended us an invitation," he
explained. "He remembered our
performance from 1991and We
were -actually invited to participate last year (inaugural year of
the festival), but our schedule
simply wouldn't allow us to go

Music Productions.
: The Murray State Univerity.. then."
- The ensemble will perform
Alumni Association is inviting
Balmage's Flight Frank
Brian
all alumni. parents and friends
Pour
Concerto,
s
Martins'
to
area
York
Nev
in the Greater
et Piano and
vent
a
nt
Instrume
post-per
a
and
ance
perform
the
Boris, Pigvotat's Songs of the
formance reception at the Vatan
The coMposers were comSea.
VegetSrian Restaurant.
ed - by Johnson and the
mission
NISI'
.
Johnson
Dennis Lf.
write these
director,of hands and, orchestra: Wind Ensemble to
our conthat
believe
"I
: assistant pieces.
John Fannin. MSU
'greater
seven
on
take
will
cert
)eff
directOr of bands;'and
be
Specht. graduate assistant, will significance s,ulce we will
preworld
performing three
trayel with 47 momtters ofcr)te
WU Wind Ensemble to parlici- mieres," Johnson said. "We
S
actually have one other piece,
pate "'in this invitation-on4y
event. Johnson noted this is the but it is too long'and will not be
third time that this group has debuted until our performance
been invited to perform. "We at MSU in April."
While attending the festival,
performed at Carnegie Hall. in
ps
1991 and a membeeof the audi- Johnson wiv.present worksho

HBO
MAX
SHOW
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FUX
H502

with six high school bands that
are attending the festival and
will be in the audience for the

ence became a part of this year's
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MSU performance. "I am very
pleased at "the response from
administration, alumni, parents
and friends who are planning on
attending," he said. "Iriaddition,
there has also been a. movement
.from the 1991 wind .ensemble
participants who performedCarnegie to hold a- reunion at the
concert"
Johnson said an, ongoing
year-long fund-raising effort has
been focused on this trip.
Anyone wishing to make a *deductible gift for this trip may
do so by contacting Pat Bray in
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donation to MSU Development
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Office, f106
KY 42071.
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Center,
Make checks payable to: MSU
and
Foundation
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designate,"Wind
Carnegie Hall Fund" on the
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The "Game- continues ... "The
s winter
Continuing for the next two weekends,,Wilight Cabaret'
s
dinner theatre is available -March -4, 5, 11 and 12 with package
at.
stay
-night
over
an
or
play;
and
Anner
play;
the
available for
includes
Green Turtle Bay Resqr4 with the Twilight Package which
t.
breakfas
ntal
contine
and
m
condo
dinner, play. one-bedroo
p.m. Call
Dinner is at6 p.m. vjith the mystery beginning at 7:30
ions.
reservat
above
800-498-0428 for any of the
area.
.Green Turtle Bay Resort is locatedin the Grant Rivers
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